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• Concern

• Student jobs

AFFIRM may burden
graduate programs

RA hours
exceed limit

By Melissa Paquette
City Editor
The Association of Graduate
Students is closely watching the
AFFIRM plan to see how it will
affect graduate students at the
University of Maine, according
to Sean Murphy, president of
AGS.
Murphy has two concerns
about the plan, which outlines a
new fiscal strategy and refocuses missions for the university,
First, Murphy said the plan
intends to increase the number
of undergraduate students while
possibly decreasing the number
of faculty. He fears this may
lead to more dependence on
graduate students to teach undergraduate classes,
"Traditionally, a lot of the
teaching load goes to graduate
students," Murphy said. I want
to make sure that the burden isn't
placed on graduate students and
that graduate students maintain
the 20-hour-a-week commitment

that they're supposed to be maintaining without going beyond
that."
Murphy is also concerned
about the plan's effect on the
quality of graduate student programs if undergraduate courses
are given the most attention.
"My concern is that the emphasis is going to be on those
courses that need to be taught at
the undergraduate level and the
graduate courses will be thought
of, not quite as a frill, but given
less emphasis in the overall decision," he said.
Murphy made the comments Shawn Murphy, president of the Association of Graduate
Thursday after the first AGS Students, holds a sign—up sheet during the association's
meeting of the year. During the meeting Thursday that will be used to plan lunch meetings
meeting he urged members to be with the Dean of the Graduate School, Charles E. Tarr. The
prepared to address Vice Presi- meetings are a chance for graduate students to bring their
dent for Academic Affairs Ju- questions and concerns to the dean.(Joel Page Photo.)
dith Bailey, who will speak about tees that hold spaces for gradu- members.
the AFFIRM plan at AGS's Oct. ate students.
The group's computer was
10 meeting.
"It's an opportunity for you stolen during the summer, but
In other association news, to give graduate students a voice, has since been replaced; howevVice President Debi McIntosh as well as for you to report back er, Murphy is looking into getappealed to members to volun- to us any concerns that we need
See AGS from page 4
teer to join 13 different commit- to know about," she told AGS

By Yolanda Sly
Staff Writer
The offices of Campus Living and Student Employment
have reached an agreement that
allows students who are resident
assistants to work for the university for an additional five to eight
hours outside their current positions.
The compromise was reached
after it was announced students
who were resident assistants
would not be able to work for the
university in positions paid by
workstudy or non-workstudy
funds.
"University of Maine policy
limits students to working no
more than 20 hours for the university. Because resident assistants are not on the payroll—they
receive room and board stipends— we(Campus Living) did
not think this applied to them,"
said Barbara Smith, assistant director of Campus Living for ResSee RAs on page 5

• Between the sheets

Playboy survey says college sex is on the rise
By Kathryn Ritchie
Asst. City Editor
College sex is on the rise,
according to "Playboy's College Sex Survey," featured in

the magazine's October issue.
The University of Maine was
among 11 schools across the nation to answer the 152-question
survey last spring and was also
the first to complete it. Accom-

panying the multiple-choice
questions were a series of essay
questions that produced stories
ranging from playfully kinky to
violent.
"They were so real and so

Contributions

candid," said James Petersen,
co-author of the survey and a
sex editor at Playboy, in a telephone interview. "I was fascinated by what I read."
The surveys were mainly distributed to psychology, sociology and human sexuality classes
taught by aquaintences of Dr.
Marty Klein, a sex therapist and
the survey's other author.
"The only real side effect of
going to 'soft science' classes
was getting a larger percentage
of women," Petersen said. Respondents were 60 percent female and 40 percent male, which
turned out to be an advantage,in
his opinion,because"women are
1,000 times more articulate
about sex than men."
Sandra Caron,associate professor of family relations and
human sexuality at the UMaine,

passed out the surveys in her
human sexuality course. She had
mixed reactions at the results.
"I wasn't surprised by the 'serial monogamy,' the creativity,
or the fact that kids don't plan
ahead for the first time," Caron
said. However,she was surprised
by the high number of threesomes and disappointed at the
high number of men who had
strayed in a relatonship and had
lied to get sex.
"It also tells you about the
need for education," Caron said,
adding that she hopes the survey
will bring about some good discussions. "Obviously, students
are very sexually active, doing
things we didn't realize."
Petersen said the surveys
were not publicized as a Playboy
See PLAYBOY on page 5
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James Varner, President of the Bangor Chapter of the NAACP, explains a new exhibit
highlighting important famous African—Americans in history. The exhibit opened Thursday
at the Old Town Museum (138 South Main St., Old Town)and will run through Oct. 6.(Joe
Lachowski Photo.)
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• Brotherly love

• Anniversary

Group's U.S. tour cut short Pinochet celebrates despite opposition
2
1

LONDON (AP) — The British pop band Oasis is canceling the rest of its
U.S. tour, it said Thursday, amid speculation the group is splitting up.
"Oasis has internal differences on their ninth tour of America, which has
resulted in the tour being pulled two-thirds of the way through," a band statement
said. "It is unlikely that immediate touring commitments will be fulfilled."
The band did not perform in Charlotte, N.C., on Wednesday. Its next stop was to
have been Atlanta on Friday.
Members of the five-piece band from Manchester, England, have become multimillionaires following two best-selling records. A month ago a series of outdoor
shows near London attracted the country's largest-ever paying audience for a single
rock act.
But brothers Liam and Noel Gallagher, the band's main figures, have feuded since
Oasis won its first recording contract three years ago, and rumors have been
circulating about the band's demise.
A spokesperson for Creation Records, Tones Sansom, said: "It's not really our
business to give out personal movements on the band. They're coming back, but I
can't tell you when."

SANTIAGO,Chile(AP)— Army officers toasted Gen. Augusto Pinochet on
the 23rd anniversary of his bloody military coup, but police clashed with
protesters commemorating the deaths of thousands killed during his regime.
Wednesday's events underscored the deep divisions in Chile seven years after
Pinochet stepped down, allowing civilian rule to return.
Thick clouds of tear gas dispersed the mostly young demonstrators, who threw rocks
and Molotov cocktails at police. Demonstrators also torched a right-wing political
party's office, destroyed a state TV truck, and damaged traffic lights.
Marchers headed for Santiago's General Cemetery, which has a memorial to the
victims of Pinochet's regime. The government says 3,197 people were assassinated
during his rule from 1973 to 1990.
Pinochet, who led the Sept. 11, 1973 coup,remains commander-in-chiefofthe army.
A clause in the constitution prevents the civilian president from firing him.
The coup date is still a legal holiday, and a right-wing controlled senate has blocked
efforts by the center-left government to repeal it.
Earlier Wednesday, the 80-year-old general appeared pleased when high-ranking
army officers, right-wing politicians and 200 supporters held a ceremony at his house.

• Entertainment

The King ofPop will play
to an adults-only crowd

3

SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — A powerful
consortium of Christian, civic and consumer
groups that had been seeking to block Michael
Jackson from performing here accepted a compromise
Thursday and dropped its campaign.
The 50 groups said they will now focus on ensuring that
the concert promoter adheres to its promises to limit ticket
sales to those over 18.
"We will not oppose the concert as long as tickets are
only sold to those over 18," the consortium said.
The groups oppose the Oct. 11 and 13 concerts because
of 1993 claims by a 13-year-old boy that Jackson had sex
with him. The matter was settled out of court, with Jackson
reportedly paying between $15 million and $20 million to
the boy's family.
In the past three months, the groups have pressured
Hyundai into withdrawing as co-sponsor ofthe concert,and
swayed the nation's largest security company to renege on
promises to handle concert security.
Taewon Arts, which is organizing the Jackson tour here,
has said it will make enough money from ticket sales to
cover costs without sponsors.It also has hired a little-known
company to handle security.

• Censorship

Chinese retulators are
busy limiting Web sites

Weather
The Local Forecast

BEIJING(AP)— China said today that its decision to block access to certain sites on the Internet
was in keeping with the practices of other countries.
More than 100 World Wide Web sites have been blocked
in the last two weeks as China made good on a promise to Today's Weather
cut off access to Internet sites it considered obscene or
Rain drizzle and fog.
politically dangerous.
Temperatures in the 50s.
Foreign Ministry spokesman Shen Guofang said he was
not sure what was being blocked, but added: "Every country on this Internet control all have their own methods. This Saturday's Outlook
is normal."
More rain drizzle and
The government paved the way for firm control of the fog. Temperatures in the 50s.
Internet in February when it ordered all servers to go through
the Telecommunications ministry and told users to register
with police. It also warned that a sweeping and ambiguous
Extended Forecast
law to protect state security applied to Internet use.
Foreigners using local Chinese Internet services have
Sunday...Rain likely.
found they cannot access many sites, including major U.S. Lows 40 to 50. Highs 55 to
news media, politically sensitive sites such as home pages 65. Monday...Scattered
for groups that monitor human rights abuses and publica- showers. Lows 40 to 50.
Highs 55 to 65.
tions such as Playboy.
Although Singapore and Germany have ordered pornographic and politically objectionable material screened out
of the Internet, China's restrictions appear to be broader.
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• AFFIRM

Hutchinson stresses diversity, fiscal responsibility
By Melissa Paquette
City Editor
President Frederick E. Hutchinson
Wednesday outlined three objectives he has
for the future of the University of Maine at
the "Welcome Back" employee breakfast,
an annual tradition at the university.

Hutchinson said he plans to continue
implementing the AFFIRM plan, which is
designed to cut spending and redefine university mission statements.
"I see AFFIRM as a base on which we
strengthen our community after a long period of decentralization and fragmentation,"
Hutchinson said.

Specifically, Hutchinson is focusing on
the development of an operating endowment. The endowment is an investment of
which only the interest would be used for
funding purposes.
"No matter what level of support we
receive from the state, the operating endowment is needed to provide flexibility and
opportunities during fluctuations in revenue," Hutchinson said.
The president's second objective is to
create more diversity at the university by
attracting more minority students, faculty
and staff.
"A true university community encourages the interaction of people with different
world views and life experiences," he said.
"We have attempted to address this issue,
but must do more."
Hutchinson referred to an ad-hoc group
he has set up to explore ways to increase
diversity on campus.
Assistant Dean of Multicultural Student
Affairs Adonis Ferreira, who attended the
breakfast, was not aware of any such group,
but feels he and others at the university
should be consulted by its members.
"First and foremost, I think (Hutchinson)needs to go to the offices ofpeople who
are attempting to deal with diversity at the
university," Ferreira said.

Although he does not agree with the way
Hutchinson is going about seeking ways to
diversify the campus, Ferreira is happy to
know the president is addressing the issue.
"I was pleased in terms ofhis affirmation
of the issue," Ferreira said. "It's good to
hear the message coming from the president
because if we will see change, it needs to
come from the top."
Hutchinson's third objective is to promote the university as an important part of
the state's economy.
John Diamond,director ofpublic affairs,
said his department will find opportunities
for the president to talk about the university
and its need for financial support.
The university receives less money now
than it did in 1990, and the funding it does
get has not increased since then, Diamondsaid.
Hutchinson wants to use high-profile
opportunities to tell the government and the
people of the state that the university is a
good investment.
"We need to convince the people of
Maine that it is in their best interests to
make a stronger commitment to higher
education so that Maine people more fully
realize the educational,cultural, social and
economic benefits higher education provides," he said.
Volunteer.

President Frederick E. Hutchinson at the dedication of the John A. Lindlof
Learning Center.(Dave Gagne Photo.)
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Sex Matters
Next week is
RAPE AWARENESS WEEK. In
honor of the week,
I'd like to focus
my column on the
issue of rape.
The college
years are a time of new beginnings - a
time of change and discovery. Many students decide the course of their lives here,
and become adults. Unfortunately, one
reality many face is crime and physical
violence. Women are especially at risk.
In fact, the college years are the greatest
period of risk for rape. A number of studies have found that 1 in 4 college women
have been sexually assaulted - that is,
involved in a rape or an attempted rape.
Rape is an invisible crime on campus.
Often, the crime goes unreported. Many
experts believe the incidence of rape is at
crisis levels across the country.
Often the worst problem is inside ourselves - our attitudes and mistaken beliefs. For instance, many think the typical
rapist is a stranger who leaps out from
behind a bush at night. In fact, studies
have revealed that he is more likely to be
an acquaintance you may have met in
class, at a party, or out on your first date...
4 out of 5 rapes involve people who
know each other.
Just imagine for a moment that the
following news report appeared in our
local newspaper: "Orono police report
that a woman was raped last night at a
party on Main St ." What questions or
thoughts immediately come to mind? Un-

by Dr. Sandra Caron, Ph.I

fortunately, for many people, questions ..which allows rape is a culture based on
are likely to include the following:"What oppression. Men are trapped by the roles
was she doing at the party?" "Was she they are told to play; women are opdrinking or drunk?""What was she wear- pressed by their fear of being a victim. I
ing?" "Was she 'asking for it' by her hope this week's activities help raise your
dress or behavior?""Why didn't she fight awareness about how damaging such atback or protest?" This line of questioning titudes can be - and how changing attipromotes the idea that women are some- tudes can create a better world for all of
how responsible for the violence that us. Educate yourself: e.g., attend one of
happens to them. Too few ask: "What this week's programs, check out one of
was this man thinking?!" "Why didn't the many good books on rape from the
someone intervene?" Instead, too many library, do a class project on rape. Get
people, uneducated about rape,find fault involved: Become a member of the uniwith the victim.
It is important to recognize that in
our society rape is often viewed differently than other crimes. How many crimes ting reimbursed for at least part of the
do we question the victim's intent and cost.
find ways to blame the victim and hold
The group officially gave its formal
them responsible, rather than the perpe- endorsement to Mental Awareness Week,
trator? Until we begin to see and educate Oct. 7-10, for the second year in a row.
ourselves that rape is an act of violence,
Murphy, who is on the newly formed
rather than a sexual act or form of seduc- UMaine—UVote committee, endorsed the
tion, it will be difficult to change. For
example, we know that men are also raped
by other men in our society. But how
many of us, when hearing about this,
automatically ask the following about
the victim:"What was the guy wearing?"
"Why didn't the guy protest more or fight
back?" "Was the victim intoxicated?"
This, of course, would be ludicrous, but
it provides a clear example of how when
women are raped by men it is somehow a
sexual act that the victim has some responsibility for; but when a man is raped
by another man, it is perceived as an act
of violence.
Rape hurts all of us. A culture

versity rape/sexual assault committee;
volunteer in the community for Rape Response Services, for men, join Men
Against Rape. Together, we can work to
change attitudes about rape.
Sandra L. Caron is an associate
professor in the department of human
development and family studies. She
teaches CHF 351: Human Sexuality.
Questions for Dr. Caron should be sent
directly to the Maine Campus, 4th Floor
Chadbourne Hall. Copyright Sandra L.
Caron, 1996.

AGS

from page 1
committee, which is organizing a voter
registration drive. He asked the graduate
students to plan to host a table in the union
that will be used to register student voters.
The association's next meeting will
be Sept. 26. The agenda includes approval of the year's final budget.

Youropinionmatters
Write a letter to tit editor. The

Plaines thrice.weekly newspaper

!hie campus

You want to be the first to

Macintosh. More flexible than ever.
We don't know how you'll fill in the blank. That's why we make Macintosh'
computers so flexible. To help you be the first to do whatever you want to do.
And with word processing, easy Internet access, powerful multimedia and
cross-platform compatibility, a Mac makes it even easier to do it. How do you
get started? Visit your campus computer store today and pick up a Mac.

leave your mark.

@1996Apple Computer Inc. All rights reserved lpple. the Apple logo, Mac and Macintosh are registered trademarks ofApple ComPwer. Inc. All Macintosh computers are designed to be accessible to indwiduals with disability lb learn more WS only. call
800-600-7808

urn)"800-755-OM.
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Playboy

from page 1

of the survey that her friend had received college students in general. He acknowlfunding from the magazine.
edged that the results of the survey were
There are some major differences in affected by his knowing each professor
opinion about what the survey really rep- and students who fill out sex surveys are
resents.
more likely to be sexually outgoing.
According to The Chronicle of High"There are few surveys in the history
er Education Almanac's Sept. 1996 is- of social science with a larger group,"
sue, the current number of college stu- said Klein, who is also the author of a
dents is 14,278,790, which causes some "Ask Me Anything; A sex therapist anto doubt how representative the survey is swers the most important questions for
of college students at large.
the '90's."
"As far as I'm concerned, it's not
University officials seem to be taking
research," Caron said."A thousand peo- the survey in stride.
ple wouldn't tell you anything anyway.It
"Obviously, we'd rather see our stutells you about those 1,000 people."
dents quoted in Time,Newsweek,or Field
Petersen said he does feel the number &Stream," John Diamond, director of
of students was representative.
public affairs, said."(But)they were ad"No one will ever sit down 14 million dressing issues that college students are
people to take a survey," Petersen said. concerned with ... and we respect that."
Sandra Caron.(Joe Lachowski Photo.)
"We were hoping to get a meaningful
Petersen and Klein said they plan to
number and we did. College students are do follow up articles on the survey and
project when they were distributed be- professors handing out the surveys more alike than at any other time in life." have already consulted with Playboy
Unlike his partner, Klein said the arti- publishers about basing a book on the
cause the magazine wanted to keep the weren't told about the Playboy conneccle
was never intended to be a study of essay answers.
tion,
respondents "neutral." He added that the
but Caron said she knew at the time

RAs

from page 1

ident Life.
The lack of communication from the
Student Employment Office caused some
confusion for the RAs and Campus Living.
"It didn't occur to us that they'd be
included in the 20 hour a week policy,"
Smith said."When we realized how much
impact this would have on the RAs, special considerations were made."
RAs who had already committed themselves to other university offices may
honor those working commitments.However, they may only work an additional
five to eight hours. RAs next year will
not have those special considerations,
said Assistant Director of Student Aid
and Coordinator of Student Employment,
Mary Skaggs.
Although many who were and were
not affected by the policy complained, it
was felt there was no fear of losing many

of the RAs because of the policy, Smith
said.
"It's possible that some people may
leave, or decide not to do it (become an
RA) but many do it for the experience
and the income. They'd have to have a
really good job to give up an RA position," Smith said. "Bills for tuition and a
little extra would be hard because of the
policy, and students may feel frustrated
by this."
Affected students said that if they had
known about the policy before the summer, they could have planned for additional expenses such as spending money
and tuition, accordingly.
"I'm going to be scraping by all semester," said Amanda Blake,a Knox Hall
RA."I would have done things different
such as saving more money or working
more over the summer."
Blake, who receives no workstudy,

said she works as a peer educator for
several hours a week,and planned to pick
up an additional couple of hours of work
somewhere else on campus.
Some RAs felt the principle offinding
out now, rather than before deciding to
become an RA, was worse than the policy, and some thought of leaving their
position, despite the cost of room and
board.
"It's (the policy) very unfair. When
the decision came down, people were
not notified until training. People could
have made other arrangements if they
had known," said Andy Howard, a Knox
Hall RA. "I know quite a few people
affected by this, and I'm upset at the
lack of organization. It shows a lack of
respect for the community at the university."
Blake said she thought of leaving,
even though it meant no room and board.

"I would have left. It's not just the
finances. My job as a peer educator is
more geared towards my personal and
career goals. I have to do it," she said.
Blake said she decided to stay after
the special considerations were made.
"I'm really grateful for the exception
made for us. As soon as Campus Living
found out, they told us, and they worked
hard to accommodate us," Blake said.
Skaggs said the 20-hour-a-week policy complies with federal government
regulations, which limit the number of
hours students can work for universities.
"The whole policy is a very difficult
one for student employees to understand.
It's done to protect the institution from
liability," Skaggs said."It raises the question of being here to work or to go to
school. We have employees who take
classes and students who work."

• Astronomy

UMaine astronomers discover galaxy supercluster
ORONO(AP) — After gazing at distant
heavensfrom a Chilean observatory,ateam of
University of Maine astronomers has found a
"supercluster" of galaxies that is among the
largest known.
The supercluster consists of a string of 22
clusters of galaxies spread out over a distance
between 1 billion and 2billion light yearsfrom
Earth in the southern constellation Aquarius.It
is marked by an unusually dense knot of six
clusters.
"This supercluster is among the largest yet
found,and the knot is as tight a structure as we
ever see among clusters of galaxies," said
David Batuski, associate professor of physics
and astronomy at UMaine.
A group of six clusters can be found in the
northern hemisphere, and another one with
eight clusters is in the southern halfofthe sky.

The three are the densest known clumps of
clusters known,said Batuski.
Batuski and graduate students Kurt Slinglend and Chris Miller discovered the third
supercluster.
Scientists study groups ofgalaxies to learn
how the universe is shaped and what caused it
to get that way.They arejust beginning to map
it.
"Sometimes I see the universe evolving as
a big fireworks explosion. I see it as being a
flash, a quick sparkle, lasting a few tens of
billions of years, but just a flash," Batuski
said.
Superclusters, inconceivably long strings
of stars and galaxies that have been called
mountainsofthe universe separated by valleys
of voids,have been known for about20 years.
As a graduate student at the University of

New Mexico,Batuski in 1983 discovered the
largest supercluster then known. Four years
later,Harvard University astronomers discovered what remains the largest known supercluster, which is called the Great Wall.
The region studied by Batuski and the two
Maine graduate students had been observed
earlier by another group of scientists, who
concluded that the clusters were spread too far
apart to qualify as a supercluster.
The Maine team, using a new instrument
that allows light from as many as 30 galaxies
to be captured and recorded at one time, was
able to take a larger number of measurements
in each cluster.
The team made its observations at the
European Southern Observatory in Chile in
1994 and 1995.
Their work produced measurements from

about 230 galaxies in 22 separate clusters in
Aquarius.During the next year,Batuski hopes
to make hundreds of more observations in
clusters in the same region.
"Only so much of it has been sampled
so far," said Batuski. "There's plenty of
bright stuff to look at that hasn't been
mapped. We haven't gone very deeply into
the universe yet."
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Visit your campus computer store for
the best deals on a Mac.
Visit the University of Maine Computer Connection

Power Macintosh'5400
PowerPC603e/I20 MHz/16,11B RAM
1.6GB/8X CD-ROM/15"display

Power Macintosh'7200
PowerPC"601/90 MHz/16MB RAM
12GB/4K CD-ROA1/1.5"display

PowerBooli 190es
66MHz/8MB RAW.500MB
backlit,dual-scan,color display

28 Shibles Hall, Orono, ME 04469-5766
or call (207) 581-2580, http://ccweb.umecit.maine.edu/
Hours: Mon. 10am-4:50pm, Tues.—Fri. 8:30am-4:50pm
Ask about the .Performa 6214 at $910
Free one—year Apple warranty.

Offer expires October a 1996 No payment ofinterest or principal will be requiredfor 90 dais. Interest accruing during this 90-day period will be added to the principal and oil! bear interest, which will be inducted in the repayment schedule. For example, the month of:11ay 1996 bad an interest rate
011215% leab
an Annual percentage Rate(APR)0113,93% A monthly payment of $4019for the Power Mae5400 system is an estimate based on a total loan amount of 62.34043, which includes a sample purchase price of$2,199 and a 6% loan originationfee. Interest is variable based on the Prime Rate as reported
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business an, the month iii TheWall Street Journal, plus a loread of3.9% Monthlypayment and APR shown assumes deferment ofprincipal and does not include slate or local sales tar. The Apple Computer Loan has an 8-year loan term kith no prepayment penalty and is subjed to cralit
approld Monthlypaymenrc
may vary ilependin, on inlaid voniputer system prices, total loan amounts, slate and localsales taxes and a change in the month; variable interest late ©1996Apple Computer, Inc.,41I rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, AppleCare, LaserWriter, Mac,
Macintosh, Performa, PowerBook,Power Macintosh and StyleWriter
are registered trademarks ofApple Computer Inc. Power Mac is it trademark ofApple Computer, Inc. PowerPC is a trademark ofInternational Business Machines Corporation, used under license therefrom.
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• Dept. of Education

Addition oflearning center focuses on education
By Kristen Dobler

Breen, associate professor of education.
The multidisciplinary training center
will give education majors a close-up
The new learning center in the Uni- view of classroom, group and one-onversity of Maine's College of Education one interaction, she said.
is aimed at giving every individual in the
The center features three rooms that
education process a chance to collabo- will be used for video and audio monitorrate with other individuals in different ing, recording, editing and out-of-room
areas of the field, according to Sydney observation of counseling and teaching
Thomas, assistant professor of educa- sessions. One-way mirrors will give vition.
sual access to a large classroom so stu"Instead of being trained as only a dents can observe student-teacher intercounselors students will be able to col- actions.
laborate with a much broader spectrum
Professor John A. Lindlof, to whom
of education professionals," Thomas the center is dedicated, was a professor
said.
for the College of Education at UMaine
The John A. Lindlof Learning Center for more than 20 years before his death in
will also give graduates and undergradu- 1982.
ates access to state of the art equipment
The learning center, located in 203
that will give a dynamic view of the many Shibles Hall, was contributed by Ginny
aspects of education, according Dorothy Lindlof, Lindlof's widow, in memory of
Special to the Campus

her husband.
"Gifts like this will heighten the quality of the University of Miane,"said Bob
Holmes, vice president for university development.
With a specialty in math education, he
saw himself as a generalist in the field of
education, said Robert Cobb, dean of the

College of Education.
Lindolf believed strongly in a team
teaching enviorment, Cobb said.
During the dedication of the center
Lindlof was praised for his dedication to
students.
"He put the welfare of students above
all else," Cobb said.
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Dorot y Breen, pro essor o e ucation, s ows t e tec no ogy use to
observe student-teachers. Using video and audio, observers can watch
student-teachers in three different rooms of the center from this central
room.(Dave Gagne Photo.)
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Student Government

Elections for the
General Student Senate

It Works Wonders.

College of Social & Behavioral Sciences
1996-1997 Academic Year
Qualifications:

Work-Merit or Work Study eligible 3.2 or higher
accumulative grade point average junior or senior standing
in the College of SBS.

Starting Date:

Mid-October (approximately)

If Interested:

Call 581-1952 or stop by room 110 Stevens Hall for
additional information & to schedule an interview.

Thursday, September 26, 1996

Anyone interested in running for a
Senate seat can pick-up Nomination
Papers and information about the election
starting...
Wednesday,September 11, 1996 in the
Student Government Office

(3rd floor, Union)

Do you have problems reading the chalk
board, or just need an updated eye exam?
Dr.John Gaetani,from Gaetani Eye Care Associates at
569 Stillwater Avenue, Old Town,is now offering his
services at Cutler Health Center.

Dr. Gaetani will be offering comprehensive
eye exams as well as eye glass prescriptions
and contact lens fittings.
Ly\\
(Exams can be billed to student accounts).

For more
information, call the
581-1775
Student Government Office at

Students can call Cutler Health Center at 581-4179
a.m.-4:30
tomaeappointmentsointments
encouraged
p.m.
for Tuesdays and Thursdays,8
to contact Dr. Gaetani
Faculty are
at 827-2616.
at his Old Town of
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• Politics

Vice-President Gore makes Maine campaign stop
SOUTH PORTLAND (AP) — Paying
for a college education shouldn't be so hard,
Vice President Al Gore said Thursday as he
promoted the Clinton administration's education proposals to students and faculty at
Southern Maine Technical College.
"We believe there ought to be more
loans and more grants to make access easier," Gore said during a roundtable discussion.
"We do not think America's families
ought to be taxed on the money they spend
to finance a college education," he said.
Gore continued his assault on GOP pres-

idential nominee Bob Dole, contending
Dole has proposed "drastic cuts" in student loans and education grants. The DoleKemp campaign says that isn't so.
Gore said Dole would "single out teachers as the primary problem ... we support
teachers."
Dole has "a completely different philosophy where education is concerned,"
he added.
Gore repeated in South Portland essentially what he told a group of students at the
New Hampshire Community Technical
College in Manchester earlier in the day.

Clinton's $1,500 tax credits for two
years of continuing education would "effectively make community college free for
virtually every American," Gore said in
New Hampshire.
Another Clinton proposal would allow
people to deduct up to $10,000 of education expenses.
Gore finished up his four-hour campaign visit to Maine and three-day swing
through the Northeast with a rally in a
hangar near the Portland International Jetport.
He urged about 200 supporters to reject

• Economics

Rate cut may benefit Nynex customers
AUGUSTA (AP) — Nynex customers
could receive up to $8 million in rate reductions ifinvestigators can prove that the company paid too much for equipment installed
in Maine over the last decade, the state's
public advocate says.
Evidence compiled by the Public Utilities Commission last year indicated Pennsylvania Bell may have paid $7.9 million
less than Nynex did for digital switches
similar to those installed by Nynex between
1984 and 1992 in Maine.
Nynex spokesman Peter Reilly said the

company bargains for the best possible prices on switches in its six-state service area
and paid the lowest price possible in Maine.
ButPublic Advocate Stephen Ward plans
to hire an investigator to compare Nynex's
purchases to similar projects in other states.
He hopes to have enough information this
winter to determine if their are grounds to
petition for a rate reduction.
"Ifit turns outthey were careless in their
switch installations, it's possible the PUC
could order a rate case. We won't argue the
case if there is no evidence," Ward said.

The switches route telephone calls around
the state. Nynex has converted almost all its
analog switches in Maine to digital because
they are faster and more reliable,said Reilly.
Last spring the PUC cited evidence of
"imprudent and unreasonable" expenses
on the switches, but commissioners were
unwilling to make a rate adjustment without
more specific evidence.
"It may just be that(Nynex)did not do
an adequatejob of making sure they reduced
their costs as much as possible," said Public
Advocate attorney Wayne Jortner.

Republican supply side economics and said
the Democrats will keep America on the
right track. Gore credited Clinton with improving the economy,reducing the deficit,
creating more than 10 million jobs and
reducing Maine's unemployment rate.
Clinton took Maine in 1992, winning
39 percent ofthe vote. Perot received more
votes than Bush, though each snagged 30
percent of the vote. Maine and Utah were
the only states in the country were Perot
finished second.

• Death

UMFK.student
death mysterious
FRENCHVILLE (AP) — Authorities
are investigating the death ofa University of
Maine at Fort Kent student whose body was
pulled from the St. John River.
Thomas Maki, 20, of East Bridgewater,
Mass., was pronounced dead at Northern
Maine Medical Center in Fort Kent after his
body was recovered Wednesday night, said
spokesman Stephen McCausland ofthe state
Public Safety Department.
Another college student, whose name
was not released, had been with Maki
Wednesday and reported the death as a
drowning. Maki's body was to be taken to
Augusta for an autopsy, said McCausland.
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(a rape awareness film)

Hauck Auditorium
6:30 and 9:15pm
$1 w/UMaine Student ID
$3 All Others
The Union Board: Diversions
Campus Entertainment • 581-1735
The Center for Students and Community Life

September Dr

Specials
Wednesday-Saturday
$2 Long Island Iced Teas*
$1 Domestic Drafts
Located Downstairs at Margaritas
15 Mill St.•Orono•(207)866-4863
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• Changes

WMEB:Redefming alternative and itself
By Gibran Graham
Special to the Campus

"Those are the big goals for the station:
making better use of what limited space we
have going up in wattage and making our
To freshmen who are asking themselves signal reach a little farther so we're serving
if the University of Maine really has a radio more of the university community," James
station, the answer is yes.
said.
However, if one turns the dial to 91.9
James is hoping to cover the 1996 elecFM, nothing is heard. (Or perhaps one tion and to get the station's name out more.
hears the echoes of the frequency-close He plans to have more activities such as the
religious station). This is because WMEB's WMEB-sponsored Rustic Overtones conoffices and studios are currently being ren- cert Wednesday, September 4th. "We're
ovated in the East Annex. In fact, upon the also exploring The Nudes, who came by
completion of the refitting of Studio A, last year for 'free music,— James said.
WMEB will be back on the airwaves, fulThe coming year will also see the stafilling its mission to redefine alternative.
tion turning a bit to its DJs, who have not
The studio refit isn't the only change to seen a much support in the past. WMEB
is
be seen this fall at WMEB. Under the setting up a lounge for them so they have
leadership of new station manager Rob somewhere to crash, do work, and
get toJames and new program director Jeff Sch- gether with themselves and establish
a comweitzer, the station will no longer be on the munity.
air 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
This will be no small feat because
Late—night slots being hard to fill, WMEB WMEB hosts 70—plus DJs. However,
DJs
will be only be broadcasting from 6 a.m. to will have to do their homework and make
midnight.
the grade. To avoid incidents similar to last
The programming will be scheduled so year's shutdown (after a DJ tried his hand
listeners know what type of music will be at being a "shock jock"), DJs will have to
played when, Schweitzer said. Six a.m. to take a test before they can go on the
air.
5 p.m. will be strictly alternative while This test will help DJs avoid making
misspecialty shows will air from 5 p.m. to 9 takes that would attract the attention
of the
p.m. Specialty shows will include funk, FCC.
jazz, blues and urban. New shows this year
"There is still an incredible amount of
will be surf music and classical. The station freedom the DJs enjoy," James said."They
is also looking to produce radio theater in can pick any music they want anytime,
conjunction with the theater department.
within FCC guidelines. That's a freedom
The renovations will give the radio sta- they don't have anywhere else,"
tion more room,as well as help to continue
Also changing is the news content of
the technical upgrade. Thanks to an in- WMEB.Previously, the station aired
a half
crease in funds from students last year, hour of news from 5:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.
News
WMEB has replaced 70 percent of its old will be scaled down to a five minute block
at
equipment and switched to recordable mini- the top ofevery hour from 9 a.m. until
6 p.m.
discs. These recordable CDs will replace
James, the former news director, sees The studios at WMEB,as well as the airwaves at 91.9 FM,remain unused as the
the cart with digital sound, making WMEB the news reduction as unfortunate for
station regroups for the new season.(File Photo.)
one of the only stations in its market that WMEB.
has that technology, according to James.
"This station is supposed to be a train• In theaters
Also in the works is a plan to move the ing ground and a lab, and it is
not simply
transmitter from the top of Stevens Hall to about playing music and having an
on-air
the top of the new smokestack in January. personality. News did play
a role. I think
This would extend the broadcast range 15 it's too bad that students are
losing out on
to 20 miles.
See WMEB on page 9
The highest grossing film of the summer
By Greg Dowling
was also the year's most anxiously awaited.
Staff Writer
• Feed your head
This film, of course, was Roland Emerich's
There are two words that sum up this "Independence Day." "ID4" had the highsummer's record box office tallies: special est opening in history, making $100 million
effects. Theaters were bombarded with a in its first week alone. It has grossed $285
crescendo
of special effects films that ap- million far, and will most likely keep movPHILADELPHIA (AP)— Racism. Sex- jazz of Rashied Ali (on drums) and Charles
parently
was
this summer'sformula for suc- ing past the $300 million mark. This amazism.Street violence.Drug abuse.The hedonis- Gayle(on saxophone,violin,and piano). Rollcess.
ing performance certainly implies audienctic, heartless, apathetic America of the 1990s. ins has known Gayle for some time; he plays
grossing
films
highest
the
sumof
The
es
felt "ID4" lived up to its hype, a mission
Everything annoys author-rocker Henry on an upcoming Rollins Band album and has
computer
meaneffects,
with
mer
laden
were
most critics thought was impossible.
Rollins. And that everything makes up a chap- played live with them. And Gayle is doing his
technology is certainly of great
this
ing
This brings us to another top grosser,
ter of his latest book,"Eye Scream."
own album for Rollins'label,2.13.61 Records.
interest to moviegoers just in terms of how "Mission: Impossible," which opened big
Rollins calls the chapter "Everything" a
"These guys play a pretty aggressive,trousection "whereIcouldjustdump." And dump bled kind of music, which I think really fits the it will be used. Computer animation made it but dropped off steeply in its second week.
possible for tornadoes to whip houses,trac- Critics attributed the drop to the film's being
he does.
mood ofthat piece," Rollins said. "That's the
trailers and unsuspecting cows through all hype with no bite in its attempt to pull in
tor
"It's one long exhale," he says. "It's jazz that interests me very much."
the
air, allowed aliens to destroy the white repeat business. The film was far from a box
basically just my disgust and fear of what this
Many sections of the book deal with relahouse,
and Arnold Schwarzenegger to shoot office failure, but it was still a dull letdown
country is. It's an amazing place, but at the tionships;thefirst,"Melcanik,"examines"the
an
animated
alligator through the head and in a summer of far shinier gems.
same time, it's the scariest place I've ever hypocrisy of morality and the nuts and bolts of
him,
tell
"You're
luggage."
"Twister" blew in $250 million, making
been.
sexual mechanics," Rollins said.
This summer also hailed the return of it the second highest grossing film of the
"It's an intense culture we live in, and it's
"(It's saying)'I'm the embodiment of all
so crass — it's nightmarish,it's vulgar.That's thatstuffthat at parties you say you're notinto, what had long been a forgotten genre: the summer. The film certainly demonstrated a
what the book was trying to get across — it is but when you're alone, you do,— he said. "I disaster film. "Twister," "Independence triumph ofspecial effects, but it also marked
proved the the belated break-out star performancesfrom
burning and we're all playing violin."
don't necessarily believe or support all the Day," and "Escape From L.A."
Rollins reads the chapters "Everything" opinions in that section, but the goal was to genre is still alive and kicking, and this will both Helen Hunt and Bill Paxton. "Twister"
become critical in the success of upcoming certainly jump-started the summer's action
and "Nothing" on a CD "audio book";some play devil's advocate."
releases
such as "Dante's Peak," "Volcasections are backed by the dissonant, erratic
See ROLLINS on page 9
See MOVIES on page 9
no," and "Flood."

The summer spectacles

The Rollins memoirs
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repertoire, which included "Eraser" and the
superb "The Rock."
We saw more story-geared films survive
the heat of an action-heavy summer. "Phenomenon,""A Time to Kill" and "Courage
Under Fire" survived the bullfight, pulling in
an estimated $260 million between the three
of them. Each of the films was wisely released in the midst of a major action offering
so people who wanted a quieter film could
indulge."Phenomenon"persevered the most
impressively, considering it was released on
the same day as "Independence Day."
Disappointments were still present
among all the smash hits. Demi Moore's
highly touted "Striptease" earned a lessthan-sizzling $35 million. It was this film
(for which Moore earned $12.4 million)that
made Moore the highest paid actress in
history. The film's low gross could mean
that she is still unproven as a marketable
lead, which is not inconceivable considering this is her third dud in a row ("The
Scarlet Letter"and"The Juror" also tanked).
Keanu Reeves' action outing,"Chain Reaction," earned an unexciting $25 million.
Even with the presence of Morgan Freeman,
moviegoers were pretty unconvinced by
Reeves playing a scientist.
August ended up as a wasteland offilms
that opened impressively but belly-flopped
in the end. The critically battered "Island of

Dr. Moreau" had a $10 million opening of
Marlon Brando and Val Kilmer, but audiences were put off by the film's unintentionally campy style. There weren't too many
fans ofDeNiro's film,"The Fan,"as the film
was dead on arrival. Only two films survived the month of August, the first being
the golf comedy "Tin Cup," starring Kevin
Costner. The other was John Carpenter's
dark action/satire "Escape From L.A," starring Kurt Russell, which is a sequel to the
1981 smash "Escape From New York."
"Escape From L.A." performed modestly,
but it will make its production budget back
with the combination of ticket sales and
video rentals.
Next summer will yield several sequels,
including "Alien IV: Resurrection," starring Sigourney Weaver and Winona Ryder;
"Speed 2," starring Jason Patric (Keanu
Reeves' replacement) and Sandra Bullock;
and the anxiously awaited "Jurassic Park"
sequel, "The Lost World," starring Jeff
Goblum and Julianne Moore. Some guy
named Spielberg will direct.
Studios have taken the cue from this
summer that audiences want action,big stars,
and, of course, special effects. Audiences
have overdosed on action films right now,
and this fall will bring a plethora of quieter
films so audiences will be rested and ready
for another summer of smoke and noise.
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Rollins

from page 8

Rollins, 35, is at turns violent and macho
and tender and vulnerable. He is also at times
very funny.
"I have that macho side because I enjoy
it," he said. "I think men should have it ...
without being intimidating and date-raping
and all that stuff. I have some sensitivity
because I'm not stupid. I'm aware of my
emotions."
Rollins has strong opinions about the defilement of women,but admits that women in
general baffle him.In one scene in the chapter
"Suffocation and Solitude," he describes a
stripper who fellates a gun as part of her act;
she then blows her brains out with the weapon.
He calls strip bars boring and depressing.
"To me, it sets women back and it weakens men," he said. "Maybe I come from an
overmachoized,Nietzschean ideal, but I think
if you're a guy wholikes women and you can't
get naked with a woman for free mutually,
then you wouldn't make it in thejungle.You'd
be out of the breeding pool."
Rollins spares no vitriol for drunks and
drug abusers; Rollins said chemicals were
never a temptation for him.
"I've always thought that alcohol, drugs,
and tobacco were a government ploy to keep
people mediocre, in harness, and shutting up
and going to work at Pizza Hut daily," he said.
"I said, 'Not me. You're not getting me.
Forget it.'"
Not only does he write books and front the
Rollins Band, but he also runs the publishing
company 2.13.61 and two record labels —
Infinite Zero, along with American Recordings guru Rick Rubin, and 2.13.61 Records.
"What keeps me going is the constant
fury and rage that courses through my blood
as soon as I wake up in the morning,"
Rollins said.

WMEB

an opportunity ... all in the name of budget
cuts," James said.
However WMEB will still have sports,
covering all UMaine home games live.
The biggest change in the station, according James, is that for the first time
WMEB will be independent from the university. With no adviser, the station will
see no oversight or fiscal responsibility on
the part of the Communication and Journalism department.
"One of the things we're exploring is
pulling together a board of advisers,someone we can turn to and say 'Listen, we need
a little more guidance than we have right
now,— James said.
However, with no oversight,James still
feels WMEB is safe from being fazed out
of existence.
"The more powerful voice we have in
the community, the less likely that will
occur," he said.
The university administration isn't the
only possible danger looming on the horizon. Sixteen years ago the move to the East
Annex was seen as temporary. Still in that
temporary space, James feels the station is
running out of room.
"We get over 150 CDs per week and
were running out of room to store them all.
Our prime concern is library and archival
space. We're making more room in our
space so that we can store more, but still
that's only temporary,"James said."I think
within the next five years we will need to be
somewhere else."
For now, WMEB is preparing to carry
on the charter of the station, playing music
you can't get anywhere else. As James puts
it, "We play new music before anybody
else gets it."

Do you like music?
Are you a music lover?
Have you been disappointed with the
amount of bands we have had perform at
U Maine in the past?
tr

Performing at the
Maine Center for the Arts
Thursday October 3rd 8:00p.m.
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Medeski Martin & Wood
Tickets: $10 Students - $15 Public on Sale at the MCA
This concert is brought to you by SEA, OCB, and ASAP. A commitment made by students of the
University of Maine to create a better musical outlet for all fellow students. Please help us by
supporting this concert so in the future we can bring a long line of talented ultra-hip bands.
Out of respect for the music these three men create,
I can only say this, their music will revolutionize the
— Matthew Edwards
music industry as we know it.

It's like tag team Greco-Roman wrestling between John Coltrane
and Miles Davis and Bernie Worrell and Bootsy Collings.
— Rob Puchalik

I've seen MMW four times, twice with Phish and twice in the city.
At times they sound like the Beastie Boys and then all of a sudden
they will start getting spacy like Pink Floyd. This is just a great band...
—Eric Ahlberg

from page 8
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• Commentaries

Contemplate this
Flanking the greatest concentration
of smokers in any one area in the state of
Maine is the neutral zone— an outdoor
non-smoking section. A sort of nicotine
Switzerland. Hey, why not? It works in
restaurants. Spitting distance from the
front steps of the union is our brand new
monument of modern art and official
clean air comer: the contemplative area.
Try it out! Slap your butt down on
the incredibly comfortable concrete
slabs and watch the tiny waterfalls spilling out of the black rock. It will set your
mind at ease.
But don't smoke there. No way! This
area is for non-smokers only. Cigarette
smoke distracts the thought process, making true contemplation an exercise in futility. One cannot enjoy one's peaceful surroundings amid such deviant behavior.
Come and stare at the undulating
smoothness and feel the sense of peace
the black rock formation (once used as
an outdoor urinal in Europe) can provide. Come and contemplate.

Ask yourself how much that ugly
pile of rock cost the university. Then go
to your multi-thousand-dollar classes
and sit in very uncomfortable desks we
stole from burned—down elementary
schools. Something seems wrong now
that you've contemplated, huh?
Ask how much it cost to lay down
all of the new walkways that lead in
no particular direction. Contemplate
how those beautiful shrubs, placed
so close to those meandering walkways, will survive after the snowplows push away the tons of snow
we are sure to receive. Institutional
planning might re-contemplate.
Institutional planning promised a
World War II monument to be placed
in front of the union. A nice gesture that
nobody liked,especially those who liked
dying pine trees.
Instead, they give us strange rocks
I thought I saw at a miniature golf
course somewhere. World War II?
Hmmm...(J. Wright)

Fork it over
University ofMaine President Fred
Hutchinson's latest speech at the employee
breakfast was full of priorities.., well, three,
anyway. One of them was about money,
which is good,because UMaine needs some.
However, Hutchinson's talking about increasing the operating endowment.A grand
gesture and all, but UMaine shouldn't have
to,as a state university,solicit outside funds,
funds that are necessary to maintain an acceptable level of education.
How about some info from someone
who can directly affectfunding at UMaine?
As a new transfer student,I don't know of
the last time Gov.Angus King spoke here,
but now is the proper time for him to talk
to us directly. Students need to know how
the Maine government, which our survival depends on, perceives the UMaine, especially following the turmoil ofthe NCAA
rulings and the faculty cutbacks (among

other cutbacks).
Hutchinson wants to"convince the people of Maine that it is in their best interest
to make a stronger commitment to higher
education," but he also needs to convince a
Maine Legislature that doesn't sefm willing to make a decision on anything, much
less endorse a bill that's actually beneficial
to UMaine.In fact, why doesn't the Legislaturejust send us the money that would be
spent to hold a three-day special session to
decide on a UMaine bill. It's a start.
As can be seen in this issue of the
paper, UMaine professors have made a
substantial astronomical discovery and
have pushed ahead the frontiers of knowledge in global climatology. This kind of
commitment to excellence deserves better
treatment: Prestige and the ability to attract the best students and professors are at
stake.(P.Livingstone)
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• Editorial

Residential protest
Professor Terence Hughes claims the new
Bangor city ordinance, which prohibits targeted residential picketing,is unconstitutional. The
courts will ultimately decide whether or not
Hughes's claims that "thought police" are infringing on his First Amendment rights are viable. It is society that must look at the implications of allowing this type of protest.
Hughes and his like-minded anti-abortionists have weakened their position by protesting
in front of the residence of Rep.John Baldacci.
They have resorted to protesting the beliefs of
an individual instead of thoughtfully gaining
support of their cause. They have lost sight of
their ultimate goal.
History has taught us that when individuals
are the subject of protest, those individuals are
likely to be deprived of their rights. The followers of Hitler targeted the homes of Jews and
killed them. Harassing individuals outside the
public arena has not been a successful agent of
change.
The guarantees in the First Amendment are
near and dear to those of us who write for The
Maine Campus for obvious reasons. We at-

tempt to provide a forum for public debate and an
opportunity for a variety of voices to be heard. A
public debate of issues is the key to a enlightened
society just as public protests have been a invaluable part of our nation's progression.
Deserving movements like civil rights and
women's rights have successfully and peacefully
presented their causes before the American public, which responded by adopting their ideals.
Martin Luther King peacefully rallied his followers in Washington, D.C. and eloquently outlined his dream to a receptive American public.
Those who disagree with the process of abortion
need to take a literate stand and present their case
in the same manner. The public will ultimately
weigh the merit of a political argument.
Society has decided abortion is legal. Those
who wish to change this and adhere to their
convictions would be better served by protesting
in public, where their message is not clouded by
questionable politicking.
Roe v. Wade is the law of the land. The
people have spoken. Change only occurs
when the majority of society is convinced
that a cause is just.

Rape awareness
Ever since rape gained media coverage a
few decades ago, college students have been
bombarded with catchy slogans like "No
means no," and given an endless supply of
informational brochures. In stereotypical fashion, women were cautioned about wearing
excessively tight clothing and hanging out in
dark corners at night, while men weie lectured about being more responsive to women's requests. But all this awareness has yet
to alleviate the problem. Unfortunately, the
statistics still speak for themselves.
Nine in 10 acquaintance rapes are not
reported, according to the American College
Health Association. It's obvious everyone is
aware of the problem. The next step is to do
something about it. There's no other act of
violence in which the victim hesitates to tell
someone or pretends it never happened. Mugging victims don't pace in front of the police
station, debating whether or not to tell. They
want quick justice.
Somehow, society sees rape as a crime
that leaves the victim shouldering a little of
the blame. No one would dare blame a mug-

ging victim of having too thick a wallet bulge.
Yet, without hesitation, rape victims are accused of flirting with or leading on their attackers.
Events like the University of Maine's Rape
Awareness Week are helping to change attitudes at a local level. In 1993, three campus
rapes were reported, in 1994 there were zero
reported, and in 1996 there were five reported. Deb Mitchell, Public Safety's crime prevention officer, called five a "high number."
But based on national statistics, if five were
reported, then 50 weren't. Rape statistics
aren't going to get any more hopeful unless
the crimes are reported. Sheri Cousins, cochair of the Rape and Sexual Assault Awareness Program, encourages students to report
rapes to Public Safety, even if they don't
want to press charges against their attacker.
She said that by reporting the crime the university can get a better understanding of how
often the crime occurs and turn that knowledge into more eduction.
Any act of personal violation, especially
when it's illegal, needs to be reported.
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Survival tips
Scott La bby
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• Column

Picking on Perot
Derek Rice
Who am I? Why am I here?
Admiral James Stockdale's tonguein-cheek musing on the answers to these
two questions during the 1992 vice presidential debate gave voice to the thoughts
of many across the U.S. We laughed at
the funny old guy who had a tendency to
space out from time to time, and that
was the end of it.
Billionaire H. Ross Perot had chosen
Stockdale because of Stockdale's service
record, lack of political experience, and
relative anonymity. It was an exercise in
futility, a complete failure.
Now,four years later and (one would
think) four years wiser, he's done it
again. The founder of the Reform Party
survived a challenge to his nomination
from Dick Lamm, chose economist Pat
Choate (like "choke" with a 't') to be his
running mate this time around.
Who? You know,Pat Choate, the guy
who co-wrote an anti-NAFTA book with
Perot in 1993. The guy who coached
Perot before his NAFTA debate with Al
Gore on "Larry King Live," a debate
most experts agree Gore walked away
with.
In truth, Choate is relatively unknown
outside of Washington, although he's
never held an elected office. He has made
a name for himself attacking the "corrupt, if not illegal" practice of former
government officials working as lobbyists for Japanese interests in the U.S.
That is all great resume-building material, but itjust isn't enough to qualify someone to be a vice presidential candidate.
Al Gore, Jack Kemp. They both made
a name for themselves in Congress and
also vied for the presidential nomination
in their respective parties before being
nominated as vice presidential candidates.
Perot's selling point, however, is he
has stayed away from what he calls the
underhanded workings of government.
It only makes sense that his running mate
be of the same quality. But Pat Choate?
Even Angus King might have been a
better choice.
There are many others who have either never held an elected office or who
have grown disenchanted with the process (see Bill Bradley, who toyed with

the idea of fielding an independent ticket) if Perot had wanted to try them. One
of two things must have happened before he settled on Choate.
Scenario One: Perot starts with a list
of possibilities, in order of priority. Included on this list are Bradley, former
New York Gov. Mario Cuomo, and
former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff Colin Powell. The latter two are
eliminated after their speeches in Chicago and San Diego, respectively. Lamm
was, of course, not on the list at all.
Once the major party conventions ended, Perot starts at the top of what was
left of his list, and began making calls.
Surprisingly, he gets responses ranging
from "I'm sort of busy" to "I don't think
so" until he gets to Choate, who is more
than happy to accept.
Scenario Two: Ross Perot is a mediahungry egotistical paranoid maniac. To
name someone more well-known as his
running mate would mean he would have
to share the spotlight, and that would be
a bad thing. So he called up his old buddy Choate, who probably considered
himself the luckiest man on the face of
the earth.
The fact Choate isn't well-known isn't
his fault, and he shouldn't be dismissed
because of it. He probably has a lot of
good ideas on how to fix the economy
(doesn't everyone?), but his anonymity
makes a serious campaign more difficult.
Bob Dole has been sure of his candidacy and his well-known running mate
for a some time now, yet he still trails
President Clinton in the polls by 15 to
20 points. What makes Perot think he
can wait until the last minute to name an
unknown running mate and actually win
the race?
The truth is he doesn't really want to
win. He is more popular as an outsider who
can take shots at the president, congress,
and the whole political process. If by some
fluke he were elected, he would have to
become a part of that process he rails against,
no matter what he says he would do.
Perot the businessman is a success,
and should be taken seriously. Perot the
presidential candidate is a failure, and
should be taken with a grain of salt.
(Derek Rice is a graduate student in the
English dept.)

The second week of
classes is drawing to a
close, and everyone
seems to be settling nicely back into the roles
they play so well. The
athletics department remains a mess,
there still isn't enough money to go
around and the administration seems as
confused as ever. I certainly don't possess all the answers, but I do have a few
suggestions on how to survive the school
year.
Don't drink beer and eat left-over Indian food just before bed: This might
not sound serious on the surface, but
take my word for it. Got to sleep at about
2 a.m. last Sunday, and proceeded to
dream that Sue Tyler and Shawn Walsh
were dressed up in Spandex and frilly
blouses, engaged in some sort of rhythmic pseudo-lambada dance while the
Fugees sang "Killing Me Softly" in the
background. Every so often, our hockey
coach (?) would stop, give the athletics
director a kick in the ass, and shriek "I
didn't do it! I knew nothing!", to which
Tyler kept replying, "Ay! Macarena!"
Can anyone interpret this for me?
Stay away from the Bear's Den at
lunch: "This place is always so crowded at lunchtime...They should have done
that new union thing." You hear this sort
of thing often, and the conclusion you
are supposed to draw is the solution to a
busy cafeteria is to put up another building. I assume another "new union" drive
is going to start soon, which, if successful, will ensure that no student will have
to suffer the indignity of having to eat
lunch in one of the handful of spacious
rooms on the second floor. This will be
provided for the bargain-basement price
of only $10 million, with the administration chipping in approximately nothing.
Whoo-hoo! Guess who pays? Some
might say the only time the union ever is
crowded is at lunch. Others might say
that only a case of temporary insanity
would convince a university community
hurting for dollars that a wider selection
of chicken nuggets, video games and pool
tables are the solution. Well, a pox on
them! Where's their school spirit?
Watch outfor dangerous gay people:
The Senate passed, by a 85-14 margin, a
U.S. denying legal recognition to gay
marriage, with one Senate Republican
claiming "we take great pride in taking
this fundamental action to protect the
American people and our way of life."
Thank God. I was beginning to worry
about all the marauding gay couples that
seem poised to begin wantonly looting
and pillaging. It is also likely the Senate
will reject an anti-discrimination law that

would protect gay people in the workplace, which means that if Bob Dole
gets booted off the Republican ticket for
spending so much time humping Jack
Kemp's leg, he will have no legal recourse.
Don't even breathe the word
"clearcut." It seems impossible that the
shrieking rhetoric of either side will ever
die down. Is it just me, or does it seem
as though the Greens and the paper companies need gills in order to breath underneath all that suffocating self-righteousness? Marcus Garvey once said,"A
white conservative will inform you of
your stupidity, a white liberal calls it
good to just treat you like an idiot."
There is something instructive in this.
Some hybrid political policy: Strap some
loudspeakers to Jon Carter and launch
him at northern Iraq, then float some
cruise missiles toward the paper companies corporate offices.
Don't believe everything you hear:
For example, there is absolutely no truth
to the rumor a picture of Terence Hughes
and J. Edgar Hoover lathered in soap suds
and playing dress-up is circulating the
campus. Even if this were true there would
be no need to smear Professor Hughes's
good name, especially with him so involved with the important task of turning
over the reproductive decision-making
process of women to pseudo-intellectual,
Bible-toting pork rinds like himself. By
the way, Terry-0, we all loved that picture of you in last Friday's Maine Campus. A close inspection of the picture
reveals the following: The slogan "Life
is precious" directly below a poster of
John Wayne firing a pistol. To the left of
the Duke is what seems to be Terry's
personal motto, which includes "...I'm
the meanest sonofabitch in the valley."
One assumes Hughes granted himself this
title only after having harassed a requisite number of frightened young women.
Since he's such a tough guy, it won't hurt
his feelings if I say he sort of reminded
me of one of those manatees that kept
washing up on Florida beaches not long
ago. Damn, Terry, I'd advise you not to
strap on those billboards in front of the
Memorial Union anymore; a helicopter is
going to mistake you for a landing pad
and set itself down on yo' ass. That mean
enough for you, Hughesie?
There is one final thing to keep in
mind, people: Keep your eyes open and
your rear covered, particularly when the
following variables are involved: your
wallet, university bureaucrats and your
academic future. Should you not follow
these guidelines, it's no business of mine
if your experience here results in your
living with your parents until you're 40.
(Scott Labby is a senior history major.)

Editorial Policy
The editorial pages of The Maine Campus are for the free exchange of ideas among
members of the university community. Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns should be approximately 600 words. Submissions must include
full name, address and phone number. Anonymous letters will not be published without a
compelling reason. Submissions may be edited for length, taste and libel. Direct inquiries
to Michael Lane at 581-3061.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

Entertainment

By Sally Brompton

IN TODAY'S NEWS, OUR
COMPANY HAS DECIDED
TO BUY ANOTHER DYING
COMPANY IN A BUSINESS
WE DON'T FULLY
UNDERSTAND.

C"AND (dE'LL ACCELERATE)
OUR PROGRAM OF f
PAYING THE GOOD
EMPLOYEES TO
LEAVE.

FROM NOW ON WE'LL
"PURSUE A DESPERATE
STRATEGY OF MERGERS,
BUSINESS SPIN-OFFS,
FRUITLESS PARTNERSHIPS
AND RANDOM REORGANIZ ATIO NS."

OUR STOCK ROSE
FIVE POINTS ON
Ti-kE ANNOUNCEMENT.

Syndicate. Inc.(N

THE COMPANY ANNOUNCED
THAT WE WILL "ABANDON
OUR STRATEGY OF
MAKING GOOD
P RO DUCTS

media.com

For Friday, September 13

GJHY DOES
I LIKE TO
OUR STOCK
THINK OF IT
GO UP
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EVERY 'TIME COMPETITIVE
WE DO
ADVANTAGE.
SOMETHING
BONE HEADED?

NON EQUITUK
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At- 1612
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CoLLEA6UE4.
PC.CoUNTING,

wg'VE
CoNCLUDED
YoU'RE
WELL ElloUGt-I.
NOW Go t-loME.

oF CoUR4E,
WAY Wg READ
ARTICLE 10-C IN
YoUR CoNTRACT
16 TI-IAT YoU RE
ALLoWED
To LEAVE,
BUT WE RETAIN
YoUR
To MUNK
AND BREATLIE_.

IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: If it's
true that like attracts like, then perhaps you
shouldn't be so critical of those you live and
work with. There's much you can teach them
and much they can teach you, but first you must
recognize that you are two sides of the same
coin. You need each other.
ARIES(March 21 - April 19): Allow yourselfenough time to complete what you have to do
today. Above all, start immediately. If you leave
an important job to the last moment, you'll have
to rush it and will almost certainly make some
kind of mistake. Play safe, and you will succeed.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Do you
want something you can't have, while rejecting
what you can have? That's hardly a recipe for
happiness. But it's always possible to learn how
to like something, even if you don't have a
natural affinity for it.Who knows? It might turn
out to be the one thing you really need.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): You seem
anxious about something, only you aren't sure
what that something is. Perhaps that is why you
feel so anxious. Before the weekend is through,
you'll know what it is you're up against,and you'll
be secretly delighted it isn't as bad as you feared.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Even if
you're not 100 percent convinced that your opinion is the right one, don't waste time arguing
with people whose views you don't respect.
You don't need converts of followers to boost
your ego. If your ideas are right, they will prove
themselves in time.
LEO(July 23 - Aug.22): There's no getting
away from it: Your finances aren't as secure as
you would like them to be. Consequently, you'll
have to make a number of difficult decisions this
weekend regarding both your income and your
spending habits. Make the most of this golden
opportunity to put the situation right.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): If you set
your sights high today, you'll achieve more than
you would normally dream possible. If you aim
low, you'll achieve less than you deserve. Believe in yourself, and you can turn dreams into
reality. The choice is yours.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): You may see
the logic in what you're trying to do, but others'
minds work on a different level and at a different speed, so make allowances. That doesn't
mean,however, that you can allow them to slow
down or postpone your plans. If what you're
doing is right, it must be done immediately.
SCORPIO (Oct.23 - Nov. 21): It is fair to
assume that the kind of things that make you
happy in the past will make you happy today.
So don't be tempted to move in a radically new
direction this weekend — where you are is where
you need to be.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22 - Dec. 21): You
may have mixed emotions about beginning something new — most likely because it means saying goodbye to something familiar — but your
instincts tell you it's time to explore new horizons. The first step is always the hardest, but
once you've made it you won't want to turn
back.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 - Jan. 19): Current
planetary activity may not be the answer to your
prayers, but it will answer some of the questions
you've been asking yourself, the most important
of which is : Does your philosophy of life still
work on an everyday level? If the answer is
"no," it's time for a change.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20 - Feb. 18): You don't
mind facing opposition,just as long as you know
who they are and what they want. Because you
are unsure as to the motives of a certain person,
however, you may feel a little insecure this weekend. Be prepared for it, and you can deal with it.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): If you care
for someone, then there's no point in trying to
disguise the fact. Your emotions are far too
powerful to stay hidden for long. But don't do
anything he/she asks of you.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

Entertainment

By Sally Brompton
For Saturday, September 14
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY:
You've worked long and hard to reach a point
Where you enjoy some stability. Common sense
should tell you, however,that stability is merely
the springboard from which to launch your bid
for success. Aim as high as you can, and you'll
be a star before you know it.
ARIES(March 21 - April 19): You may be
tempted to go along with something simply because you don't want it to look as if you know
better than anyone else, but if you don't speak
up now there could be problems later on. You
must decide which is preferable: appearing arrogant or neglecting your duty.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): This is the
ideal time to start something new and exciting.
Don't worry too much about the details,just get the
ball rolling this weekend and see how fast it gathers
speed.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): Others may
be enthusiastic about a new idea or project, but
it could be that you aren't so sure. Even if you
can't explain why it feels wrong, experience
should have taught you never to disregard your
instincts. If something doesn't feel right this
weekend, make alternative arrangements.
CANCER(June 21 - July 22): There may be a
number of interesting things going on around you
now,but for best results you must focus on one thing
to the exclusion of everything else. Don't just talk
about what you intend to do — start doing it today.
LEO (July 23 - Aug.22): You may feel that
you don't have the time, energy or resources to
tackle a certain situation, but once you get started you'll find you enjoy it so much that all the
negative thoughts are brushed aside. You won't
know what you're capable of until you push past
your accepted limits.
VIRGO (Aug 23 - Sept. 22): Make a few
plans today, because what you ask for you're
likely to be given and what you begin should
work out just the way you hoped it would. A
brand new planetary setup means brand new
Opportunities. Nothing is beyond you if you
believe you have what it takes.
LIBRA (Sept.23- Oct.22): Whether you're
discussing issues you know little about or whether the people you are talking to are more confident about what they believe, you may at times
feel out of your depth today. But who says you
have to prove how clever you are? You know
What you know and that is enough.
SCORPIO (Oct.23 - Nov. 21): You like to
think you can predict what is coming and, more
Often than not, you have worked out all the
angles way ahead of anyone else. But something
Will surprise even you this weekend, and in the
nicest possible way. Your faith in human nature
is about to be restored.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22 - Dec.21): There
are periods in your life when nothing much
happens and periods when it all seems to happen
at once. This is most definitely one of the latter.
Planetary activity signifies that you're about to
Move up in the world. Prepare yourself.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22 - Jan. 19): Life has
away of pointing us in the right direction, especially when we are too confused to decide for
ourselves what it is we should be doing. So if
You find yourself in a strange or unusual environment this weekend, don't try to fight it. Like
it or not, you are pursuing your destiny.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20- Feb. 18): You don't
have to be pessimistic about a.financial or business matter. There are very good reasons for
taking a positive approach. Even if your current
dilemma isn't as bad as you thought it was
going to be, however, you still have to deal with
Ir — and as soon as possible.
PISCES(Feb. 19- March 20): Forget about
!flaking your escape this weekend and concentrate
instead on relieving the tension in one very special
relationship. A partner or loved one needs to hear
Words of reassurance and,in spite of your unyielding demeanor, you're equally keen to give them.
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Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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• Legislature

Health bills overwhelmingly approved by Home,Senate
WASHINGTON (AP)— The Republican-led House overwhelmingly endorsed
three health-related pieces of legislation
at the same time President Clinton was
urging quick action on the measures.
The legislation would require insurance companies to pay for at least 48
hours in the hospital for new mothers,
reduce discrimination in mental health
insurance and provide benefits to Vietnam War veterans exposed to Agent Orange whose children suffer from the birth
defect spina bifida.
The House voted 392-17 Wednesday
in favor of the measures, which were
passed by the Senate last week as amendments to a spending bill.
The vote was in the form ofa motion to
instruct the House to accept the Senate
amendments when House-Senate confer-

ees meet in the next few days to work out
differences in an $84 billion bill to fund
veterans, housing, space and other programs in fiscal 1997.
The motion is not binding, but the
strong vote makes it almost certain that
the health measures will be a part of the
final bill.
If they are, it would add pressure on
Clinton to sign the bill, which he has
indicated he might veto because of cuts in
housing programs and, in the House version, the elimination of funding for AmeriCorps, his national service program.
In a letter to House Speaker Newt Gingrich released Wednesday, Clinton urged
the House to approve the three health
bills. "We will improve the quality of
health care for some of our most vulnerable populations," he wrote.

Clinton said the bill for new mothers
was needed because ofthe large and growing number of health plans that refuse to
pay for anything more than a 24-hour
hospital stay except in extreme circumstances.
"Some have recommended releasing
new mothers as early as eight hours after
delivery," Clinton said. "Enactment of
this measure would give peace of mind to
families who will no longer have to fear
that new mothers will be prematurely discharged from the hospital."
The mental health bill would prohibit
insurers from setting separate lifetime and
annual limits for mental and physical illnesses.
"People with mental illness have faced
discrimination in health insurance coverage
for far too long. It is time that we take steps

to end this inequity," the president said.
On the veterans measure, he wrote,
"Studies have shown a positive link between this condition (spina bifida) and
parental exposure to Agent Orange during
service in Vietnam."
Republican leaders unsuccessfully
urged their members to vote against the
motion,saying the measures, while popular, were election-year gestures to interest
groups that the House had not had a chance
to study or debate.
"They were put in because this is an
election year and these items are of concern to many groups out there," said Rep.
Jerry Lewis, R-Calif., chairman of the
Appropriations subcommittee that handles the VA-Housing bill.
Sixteen Republicans and one Democrat voted against the motion.
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• Prehistory

El Nirio weather events linked to cultural change
WASHINGTON(AP)— The El Nino
weather events that can cause so much
disruption around the world began occurring about 5,000 years ago, according
to a team of researchers who say the shift
in climate may help explain cultural
changes going on at the same time.
Archaeologists and climate experts
studying fossils in Peru report Friday in
the journal Science that fossils indicate
the area had a tropical climate with little
year-to-year variation until about 5,000
years ago.
Species dated from later periods are
those that can adapt to more temperate
weather with sometimes sharp changes,
reported Daniel H.Sandweiss ofthe University of Maine.
Cultural changes began occurring at
about the same time, he added in a telephone interview.
"I wouldn't want to say that climate
drives culture, but certainly changing climate requires adaptation," Sandweiss
said. "Shortly after 5,000 years ago,Peruvians began to build large temples along
the coast," he observed.
Indeed, cultural change at that time is
more or less true of much of the early
Americas, he said, "it was a time when
cultures began to show greater complexity."
"The paleontological (fossil) evidence has been sort of murky on this
issue," of when El Nitios began. "People have been looking for answers to this
issue for some time," commented John
Kutzbach of the University of Wisconsin, who was not a member of Sandweiss'
team.
The Earth's orbit was somewhat different before 5,000 years ago, said Kutzbach, who has also done El Nino research. But, he added, "the changes in
the Earth's orbit are gradual, so they
don't explain a threshold of why, at
around 5,000, there would have been a
change."
El Niiio is a weather event every few
years in which pools of warm Pacific
water shift and winds change over the
Pacific Ocean, bringing heavy rains to

the coast of northern Peru and reducing
the available fish in the region.
The phenomenon was named El Nino
by Peruvian fishermen because, when it
occurs,the first effects generally become
noticeable around Christmas. El Nino,
meaning little boy in Spanish, is also
used to refer to the Baby Jesus.
The new report extends knowledge of
the El Nifio back considerably from written records of the event, which began in
the 1500s with the arrival of Spanish
explorers in the Americas, noted Vern
Kousky, an El Niiio researcher at the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
El Nino's effects on upper-air wind
currents result in weather changes around
the world. Impacts can include storms in
California, drought in Brazil, Africa and
Australia and severe storms in the central
Pacific.
Sandweiss acknowledged that suggesting a connection between changes in
climate and society is "just speculative."
He noted that "during the period from
8,000 years ago to 5,000 years people in
most of world were settling down in farming villages. Maybe the greater stability
of climate ... made that more possible."
"When this great climate variability
entered the system 5,000 years ago, it
may have created an opportunity for new
solutions for new climatic problems,"
Sandweiss speculated.
For example, he said, "people who
had, or appeared to have, solutions, can
acquire power." Those who can claim
better connections to the gods or at least
better recognize the signs of change can
become the leaders.
And he pointed out that while El Niiio
is viewed as a disaster in many areas, that
isn't the case everywhere.
"If you go far south in Peru, El Nifio
shifts from disaster to boon," because
the fish stocks, scallops and shrimp increase and the rains are not as severe as in
the north.
"The area where the earliest large
temple structures were built shortly after
5,000 years ago are in the area that does

better in El Nirio ... it's an interesting
correlation," he said. "It may be more
than a correlation. How you would prove
that I'm not sure."
Coauthors of Sandweiss' paper are
James B. Richardson III of Carnegie Museum of Natural History,Pittsburgh; Eliz-

abeth J. Reitz of the University of Georgia; Harold B. Rollins of the University
of Pittsburgh; and Kirk A. Maasch of the
University of Maine.
Science, which published the study,is
the journal of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science.
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• Military

U.S. response to Iraq
crisis thaws criticism
WASHINGTON(AP)— As U.S. warplanes flew to the Persian Gulf, Republican criticism of President Clinton's Iraq
policy tore away the appearance of national unity customarily adopted in international crises.
James A. Baker III, secretary of state
during the 1991 war against Iraq that left
Saddam Hussein in power,told Congress
on Thursday the United States allowed
its anti-Iraq coalition to break up and
should have hit Saddam harder. Sen.
William Cohen, R-Maine, said President
Clinton has one eye on Iraq, the other on
election day.
And in the House, Republican leaders, insisting the administration has left
them in the dark, continued to block consideration of a Senate-passed resolution
supporting U.S. troops in the Gulf.
Rep. Curt Weldon, R-Pa., said the
correct vote facing the House was not on
the Senate resolution but on "whether
we support this president on what he's
doing with our troops right now."
The harsh words came as the Clinton
administration girded for what appeared
to be harsh action against Iraq. Eight
radar-evading F-I 17A stealth fighterbombers were being readied Thursday at
Holloman Air Force Base, N.M., for deployment to the Persian Gulf. Four B-52
bombers, most likely armed with cruise
missiles, were headed to the Indian Ocean
island of Diego Garcia, a jumping-off
point for a possible raid on Iraq.

The United States will take all "necessary and appropriate actions" to defend its forces in the Middle East from
any challenge posed by Saddam, Defense Secretary William Perry warned.
On Capitol Hill, while attacking Clinton's policy Republicans defended themselves against charges of disloyalty for
criticizing the president during a foreign
crisis.
"It used to be that foreign and security policy stopped at the water's edge.
Unfortunately that's not the case," Baker said, paraphrasing the famous dictum
uttered in 1948 by Sen. Arthur Vandenberg that politics should stop at the water's edge. "The idea that somehow Republicans should not feel free to speak
their minds is a canard that just won't
wash."
In testimony before the Senate Armed
Services Committee,Baker cited "a failure of leadership" as a reason behind
Saddam's apparent recovery of authority in the Kurdish region of northern Iraq.
He praised last week's cruise missile
attack on targets in southern Iraq but
said they should have been more comprehensive.
Sen. John McCain,R-Ariz., cited examples of Democratic criticism of President Bush's foreign policy and said
Republicans "have felt not only a right
but an obligation to talk to the efficacy
see IRAQ on page 15
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• Medical

FDA approves new portable defibrillator
WASHINGTON (AP) — In a move
cardiologists hope will make devices for
treating cardiac arrest as common as firstaid kits, the Food and Drug Administration
has approved the smallest and cheapest
machines that can shock a heart into beating again.
Experts say a third ofthe 300,000 Americans who die of cardiac arrest every year
might be saved if emergency workers had
delivered an electrical shock to restart the
heart during the critical first minutes.
Paramedics carry defibrillators to do
that, but the machines are so bulky,complicated and expensive that most police officers and firefighters — typically the first to
respond to emergencies — don't carry them,
costing precious time in treatment.
Cardiologists are demanding smaller,
more affordable defibrillators that every
emergency worker could carry as easily as
they carry fire extinguishers or first-aid
kits.
The Food and Drug Administration
on Wednesday approved the first in a
new wave of such units, Heartstream

Inc.'s ForeRunner.
About the size of a book,it weighs just
4 pounds, half the weight of the smallest
unit now available. It will cost between
$3,000 and $4,000,somewhatcheaper than
the $5,000 to $7,500 price tags common
for today's defibrillators.
And unlike older competitors, ForeRunner has a computer screen that automatically analyzes and displays the patient's heart rhythm so emergency workers can see how well the person is responding to the shocks.
ForeRunner "has some very definite
advantages," said Dr. Roger White of the
Mayo Clinic, who led a campaign to put
defibrillators in the police cars in the clinic's hometown ofRochester,Minn.,a move
that gave the city the nation's highest
survival rate for cardiac arrest.
Cardiac arrest is not a heart attack, it's
worse: The electrical signals that tell the
muscles to pump go haywire so the heart
actually stops. Victims pass out almost
immediately and the average survival rate
is just 5 percent.

"If you defibrillate early, you can have
high survival rates, and it's the only thing
that works," explained Alan Levy, president of Seattle-based Heartstream.
That's where easy-to-carry defibrillators come in. Fewer than 25 percent of all
emergency response vehicles and less than
1 percent of police cars carry the machines.
But when Rochester put defibrillators
in 12 police cars,the survival rate rose to 50
percent. In contrast, Levy said, survival is
just 1 percent in New York City, as ambulance workers battle traffic and slow elevators, taking on average 15 to 20 minutes
just to get to the victim.
Anyone with the minimum training required for emergency work can master ForeRunner, Levy said. Voice prompts and a
computer screen instruct the user in each
step — the chest paddles even are diagrammed to show exactly where to place
them.
A computer chip acts something like an
airplane's "black box," recording the patient's heart rhythm as well as everything
the emergency workers say so doctors have

a complete record of how the patient reacted.
And Heartstream uses a type of electric
wave — now standard in implantable
defibrillators but not yet found in any portable competitor — that requires less energy, making the machine smaller and allowing more than 100 shocks before replacing
the batteries, Levy said.
The FDA cleared the ForeRunner based
on studies of 300 patients that found it
worked as well as order, larger defibrillators. However, the agency did add one
restriction: Airlines, which Heartstream
hopes one day will make defibrillators standard, can't use it because no one knows if
altitude could affect its performance.
Heartstream will begin selling the ForeRunner within weeks, first to emergency
medical technicians and police officers and
eventually even to security guards and
health clubs — anyone trained to respond
to emergencies.
Heartstream's stockjumped 24 percent at
news ofthe approval,to $14 a share in morning trading on the Nasdaq stock market.

• Business

Time Warner, Turner merger approved by FTC

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Federal
Trade Commission announced its approval
today for Time Warner Inc. to proceed with
its $6.5 billion acquisition of Turner Broadcasting System Inc.
FTC approval of the acquisition, which
will create the world's largest media conglomerate, had been expected. Both Time
Warner and Turner have scheduled Oct. 10
shareholder meetings to approve the deal,
and the merger is expected to close shortly
after those votes.
FTC Chairman Robert Pitofsky said the
restructured acquisition approved by the
commission on a 3-2 vote would protect
consumers.
"This settlement would preserve competition and protect consumers from higher

cable service prices and reduced programming choices by ensuring that competing
cable operators, new technologies and future programmers can gain access to Time
Warner-Turner's customers and programming," Pitofsky said in a statement.
Today's announcement had been expected since a settlement negotiated in July with
the FTC to place limits on the influence of a
major shareholder, Tele-Communications
Inc., the nation's leading cable television
business.
The deal was valued at $7.5 billion when
it was announced Sept. 22, 1995, but the
value of Time Warner stock has sunk since
then.
Commissioners Mary Azcuenaga and
Roscoe Starek dissented in Wednesday's

Iraq

approval vote. They argued the government
should not have demanded any changes in
the merger.
"To reach this result,the majority adopts
a highly questionable market definition, ig-

nores any consideration of efficiencies and
blindly assumes difficulty of entry in the
antitrust sense in the face of overwhelming
evidence to the contrary," Azcuenaga said
in his dissent.

The Maine Campus Newspaper
is looking for people to join its
1996-1997 Team Roster

from page 14

of this operation." McCain was particu- not want to face the situation
where we
larly critical of White House declara- have blindfolded America
ns being pations of victory after last week's strike. raded around as President Carter
faced
"I don't know how you can sit in the with Iran. He does not want to see
AmerOval Office and call the cruise missile ican pilots shot down and their
bodies
strike a success when it clearly was not a dragged through the streets of Baghdad
."
success and not expect a response from
In the House, Majority Leader Dick
this side of the aisle," McCain said.
Armey, R-Texas, complained that the
"The discussion here might lead Sad- Clinton administration has not briefed
dam Hussein to believe that he had suc- members on its actions.
ceeded in dividing the opposition," said
"It is not likely the House will bring
Sen. Joseph Lieberman, D-Conn.
this resolution to a vote," Armey said.
And Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio, said The resolution was hardly an endorseadministration actions in Iraq, far from ment of Clinton. After long negotiations,
constituting a failure of leadership, rep- the Senate last week passed a short exresent a continuation of the policy estab- pression of support for U.S. forces withlished under the Bush administration.
out mentioning their commander in chief.
Cohen said Republicans aren't the only
"Republicans are playing politics and
°nes being political.
want to embarrass the president as much
"I'm not one to be critical here, but as possible," said Rep. Eliot Engel, DClearly President Clinton is concerned N.Y.
about the political factors involved on
And Rep. George Miller, D-Va.,said,
the eve of an election," Cohen said. "I find it incredible that we might stall a
He's well ahead in the polls. He does resolution in support of our troops."

The Maine Campus recycles.
Share it with a friend.
,t/Maine's thrice weekly newspaper
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Writers:
Do you like to write? Want to see your name in the
paper? We're looking for team members who like sports,
arts and entertainment, and news to write for UM's best
source of news.
Contact Jamie Wright to write for the Arts and
Entertainment Section, at 1-3061
Contact Melissa Paquette to write for the News
Department, at 1-1270
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University of Maine • Cutler Health Center

Guaranteed, Hassle-Free,
On-Campus Health Care
Purchase Options
Value Network
Access
plan,
NOT an insurance
care policy
health
existing
supplements your
coverage. Access
existing
without duplicating
100% coverage of
guarantees
Value Network
Center on
Health
Cutler
services only at
prescription
$5
campus,
UMaine's
savings or we will
in
$100
medications and
account $100.
student
your
credit

Single Semester Purchase

$150

Semester I August 5, 1996 to December 22, 1996
Semester 2January 8, 1996 to May 31, 1996

* Limited lime Offer *
$250

1Wo Semester Purchase

Available until
September 30, 1996

*********

Examples of Savings
"4000 0,04.4000r 000000

'"00°

Ankle Fracture

Current

• Firs
•,

•

With Access
80.00

X-Ray

30,00

Piaster Splint

80.00

///
0,1
4

,
/01*
00

"0., 0 0 •

insur
complete
find they have
CONerage when
Utilizing their
to authort
eturn home
inadequate cover
card services.
Students who purchase the
University health insurance plans have
access to good benefits, coverage, and
Access Value Network prices for services provided at Cutler Health Center.
We believe these savings should be
available to all students. Therefore, we
xtend the Access Value Network pricing to you.

Orthopedist Consult

,Z35

80.00

- Cast, fiberglass'

'345.0f

80.00

X-Ray tollottfip

S48.00

SOMO

ITC Rehabilitation

335.00

80.00

in4.ai Cost

220.00

80.00

$ 0.00

$226.00

Total Savings

Medication Purchase
Medication
Medication 2
Medication
Total Cost

Total Savings

$ 0.00

$91.00

Individual savings may vary. These examples are based upon current
charges at Cutler Health Center.

For more information call Cindy Stevens at 581-4185
or World Wide Web: http://www.umecutmaine.edu
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• Football

UMaine's new offense looks to break BU's hex
By Bill Stewart
Sports Writer

Orono—University of Maine men's basketball sophomore John Gordon has been
named to the preseason second team All
America East by DickVitale's College Basketball Preview.
Boston University star Tunji Awojobi
was picked as player of the year and is
joined on the first team by Delaware's Greg
Smith, Hartford's Ryan Howse, Drexel's
Jeff Myers, and Hofstra's Darious Burton.
The second team includes Gordon,Delaware's Peca Arsic,BU'sJoey Beard,Drexel's Mike DeRocckis and Vermont's Eric
Nelson.
Maine is picked to finish sixth in the
conference, while BU is picked first.

Fox Sports debuts Nov. 1
NEW YORK(AP)— Fox Sports Net,
the national alliance between the Prime
Sports regional sports networks and Fox,
makes its debut Friday, Nov. 1.
Fox Sports Net consists of the seven
regional sports cable networks currently
operating under the Prime Sports name,as
well as the Sunshine Network in Florida
and Fox Sports Arizona.
"Putsimply,sports television coverage
has traditionally been divided into two categories: local and national," Fox Sports
president David Hill said."Fox Sports Net
provides a third alternative, network caliber production and promotion delivered
through local regional cable outlets,focusing predominantly on lo,cal teams.
"Sports is tribal: We have the home
teams that the hometown fans want."
Premiering along with Fox Sports Net
will be Fox Sports News,a national sports
news broadcast with windows for locally
produced newsfrom each regionalchannel.
Liberty Media's Prime Sports channels
came under the Fox umbrella in an agreement between Fox and Liberty's parent
company,Tele-Communications,Inc., the
nation's largest cable distributor.

Bagwell hits 30t"
HOUSTON(AP)—JeffBagwell hit his
30th homer and Darryl Kile pitched out of a
bases-loaded, no-out jam in the seventh inning Thursday,leading the Houston Astrosto
a 4-1 victory over the Philadelphia Phillies.
Houston starts an eight-game road trip at
Colorado on Friday night and will return
home only for the final six games of the
season.
Kile (12-8) gave up seven hits in his
fourth complete game of the year. Bothered
by control problems in the past, he walked
none and struck out nine.
Houston improved to 10-2 against the
Phillies this season, helped when Kile escaped in the seventh.
The Astros led 3-1 when the Phillies
loaded the bases on singles by Jon Zuber and
Wendell Magee and a hit batter. But Kile got
out of trouble by striking out pinch-hitters
Ruben Amaro and Benito Santiago and retiring Ricky Otero on a fly ball.
The Astros scored twice in the first off
Mike Williams (6-13), who fell to 0-5 in
seven career appearances against the Astros.

If the University of Maine football
team is going to be successful this year in
the Yankee Conference, it needs to win
conference games. That won't be an easy
task for the Black Bears Saturday, as they
open the home portion of their schedule
with a team that has killed them in the
past, Boston University.
The Bears, who are off to a 1-1 start,
will look to get their first conference win
this weekend against a team that has had
their number in the past. The Terriers hold
a 24-5-1 record against the Black Bears in
a series that dates back to 1920. BU has
also posted an 11-1-1 all time record in
games played in Orono.
"BU has owned us. If we are going to
be a good football team we need to improve our performance in the conference,"
Cosgrove said. "We need to get a win
against a team like BU that has done what
it's wanted to with us in the past."
If the Bears want to put an end to their
slide against BU,they will have to play a
complete game of solid football.
Maine's revamped offense will take pressure off running back Andre Pam.
"We've shown some stuff we've done (File Photo.)
well. We're improving game to game,but
we haven't put it all together yet," said
UMaine quarterback Mikey Fein. "We're • Field hockey
looking to put a whole game together this
week and, hopefully, get the ball rolling."
Senior tailback Andre Pam agreed.
strong last week, and they know after
"We have yet to put a whole game togeth- By James LeBlond
playing against nationally-ranked Syraer. Against Fordham, we didn't come out Special to the Campus
cuse and losing 1-0 that they can comThe University of Maine field hockey pete on the same level as any opponent."
See FOOTBALL on page 18
team begins its home season this weekA very cohesive unit was the best
end, but will not be doing so at Lengyel way Kix summed up her team's play,
• Soccer
Field in Orono. The Lady Black Bears(l- and one of her captains agreed.
1) will host the University of Rhode Is"We work very well together," coland at Cape Elizabeth Saturday and then captain senior back Dawn Porter said.
head to Castine to play Holy Cross on the "We had good passing last weekend,and
Astroturf Sunday.
played at a very consistent level against
Last weekend marked the opening of Syracuse." Porter had an assist in the
the 1996 season for the Black Bears, which win against Colgate.
started strong by defeating Colgate 5-0
This week the Black Bears face a
By Scott Martin
and then losing 1-0 the next day against tough challenge,as they will play on two
national powerhouse Syracuse. Overall, different surfaces. Saturday's game will
Sports Editor
last weekend's performance left head be played on grass, while Sunday's game
The University of Maine men's soc- coach Terry Kix optimistic about her play- will be played on Astroturf.
cer team's offense will get a test this ers.
"It's a very tough transition from
weekend when it faces the University of
"I'm very pleased with their perfor- natural grass to Astroturf," Kix said. "It
Massachusetts. Minutemen goalie Tim mance," Kix said."The team played very (Astroturf) makes for a very fast paced
Pearson hasn't allowed a goal in leading
game with more chances to score. The
UMass to a 2-0 record.
game against Holy Cross will be very
*Baseball
Pearson, a red-shirt freshman, has 15
fast and feisty."
saves on 25 shots in wins over Boston
The Black Bears agree with her,showUniversity and Holy Cross.
ing their enthusiasm for the carpet surOvercoming Pearson will not be an
face.
easy task for the Black Bears who lost the
"I love the turf," said junior back Jeni
majority of their offense from last season
Turner, who flashed a big smile when
to graduation. Maine will look to freshtalking about the turf. "It's a terrific
man forward Ricky Brown to spark the
surface to play on." Turner was the top
From Staff Reports
offensive attack. In his first three collescorer last weekend with two goals in
giate games, Brown has scored three
the win over Colgate.
Orono-The University of Maine angoals, and was named All-America East
Porter agreed with the team's opinnounced its six-game fall baseball schedRookie of the Week for his efforts.
ion
of playing on turf, saying,"It gives a
ule yesterday. The Black Bears will open
"What we knew about Ricky was that
team the opportunity to show their true
against Northeastern Sept. 21 at 7 p.m.
he is very dangerous going to goal and he
skills. Grass can make that hard somefollow that game with a noon matchand
is very explosive and composed around
times."
up that Sunday. The following week,
the goal," said Maine head coach Scott
One concern about the fast-paced acMaine
will play the College of Rhode
Atherley.
tion
on Astroturf is injuries, and Kix is
Island, at 7 p.m. Saturday and noon
Atherley said Brown needs to be preaware
of it. Sophomore forward Dedra
Sunday. The University of New Hamppared for teams to start keying on him as
had ankle surgery in the offDeLilli
shire comes to town Oct. 5 and 6 for a

Astroturf creates challenge for Bears

Freshman
plays big role
for Maine

Kostacopolous
announces fall
schedule

See SOCCER on page 20

pair of games.

see FIELD HOCKEY on page 18
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Football

from page 17

ready to play in the first half. We need that
first conference win. We'd be 2-1, and
then we can go from there."
One ofthings UMaine will be counting
on this weekend is the continued success
of wide receiver Rameek Wright, and for
others to step it up. The loss of wide
receiver Drew O'Connor creates a void in
the passing game.
"We're not trying to become a one
dimensional team on offense. However,
Drew's loss will hurt us," Cosgrove said.
"John Tennett will step in as a starter,
and we need guys like Kyle Hill, Geoff
Gary, and Wes Petteway to give us a third
receiver."
Another factor in this game will be
both teams' having added another facet to
their offense. Cosgrove's squad has been
able to throw the ball successfully this
year, while BU has established itself on
the ground.
"Both teams have added another dimension to their offenses. We've done
pretty much an about face from last year.
We wanted to throw the ball better this

Field hockey

from page 17
against Colgate. Both are likely to action.
Senior forward Kacey Strout is out for
the entire season with a knee injury. Strout
was the second-leading scorer last season with 18 points.

year, as we have been primarily a running season but is healthy now. Kix would like
team in the past few years," Cosgrove to keep it that way. DeLilli scored a goal
in last week's win against Colgate.
said.
Other injuries include first year goal"We changed a lot of things. We reMorgan Wilson, and sophomore
keeper
structured our offense,and are using more
Spurling, who scored a goal
Heidi
back
of our weapons," Pam said. "It's very
are
important that all of our skill players
on the same page at a 110 percent."
BU is led by quarterback Kevin Foley,
the younger brother offormer Boston College quarterback Glenn Foley.
Foley threw for more than 3,000 yards
last season,so UMaine's defense will have
its hands full attempting to shut down the
Terriers' air attack.
Maine will have to deal with running
back Matt Atlak, who rushed for 189 yards
in his first collegiate game.
So come Saturday afternoon, the new
Alumni Stadium will open up to its new
beginning, where Maine will look to win
its second straight game.
"It'll be a tough game. Whoever goes
out there and wants to win the most will
win," Feinsaid. "We need to play 60
minutes of Maine football."

• Baseball

Will Ryne return in '97?
CHICAGO(AP)— It's been fun, Ryne
Sandberg says,but not fun enough for him to
make a commitment beyond the final 17
games of this season.
Sandberg, who returned to the Chicago
Cubs after walking away from baseball in
1994, has exceeded even the most optimistic forecasts for his comeback campaign.
He's hit 23 home runs and driven in 85
runs,and he's shown he can still play second
base with the best. Nevertheless, the 10time All-Star won't discuss his plans for
'97.
"When everything's calmed down and
I'm rested up, I'll make some decisions,"
said Sandberg, who will be 37 Wednesday.
"With a one-year contract,I only geared my

mind toward this season. I'm just concentrating on what I have to do."
Because he'll reach most incentives in
Sandberg will make at least $4
contract,
his
plays in 15 more games, that
he
If
million.
million. With superb power
$5
to
up
goes
second baseman, he may
a
for
numbers
on the free-agent marmore
even
command
ket.
Money never has been the main issue for
Sandberg, who had more than two seasons
left on a landmark $7 million-a-year contract when he retired June 13, 1994.
"I don't think there's any question. He'll
be back," Cubs manager Jim Riggleman
See SANDBERG on page 20

Black Bears field hockey coach Terry Kix rallies her troops during practice
earlier this week. (Joel Page Photo.)

• NCAA

Tennessee State admits mistake
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)— Tennessee
State has notified the NCAA and the Ohio
Valley Conference that two ineligible players
took part in the Tigers' season-opening loss.
Coach L.C. Cole said using the non-certified players, safety Ohmar Braden and tight
end Ernest Hester, was a misunderstanding.
Braden played one play on special teams in the
Tigers' 35-20 loss to Florida A&M Aug. 31.
Hester was in uniform, but did not play.

Braden,a sophomore,remainson the team,
but is ineligible to play this season. Hester has
been practicing with the team,and Cole said he
expects the redshirt freshman will be certified
this week from a summer course he took at a
junior college in Memphis.
"All they have to do is put it on the
certification list and send it to the OVC.Then
they just certify him to play. He could be
playing this Saturday," Cole said.
UI
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Show off your tan!
$250 to 1st place
$150 to 2nd place
$100 to 3rd place
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18 and over
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WE'VE
MOVED!
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Wagonift Travel has moved. We
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convenient location. We are
now located he the Memorial
Union, left side of the bookstore,
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• Guest column

• MLB

Loyalty goes to the dogs Butler hopes for a miracle
By Darren L. Pare

Now I have nothing against new head
coach John Giannini. I'm sure he is more
Loyalty. Does anyone know what that than capable, but the choice of LaPlante
word means anymore? Don't look for was obvious. Not only was it the right
loyalty in the professional sports world. thing to do for someone who had served
Players leap from team to team, wherev- the university so well, but LaPlante had
er they can find the big bucks. Owners, signed two 7-footers, Mamadou N'Daiye
like Art Modell, leave behind cities that and N'dongo N'Daiye, who could have
have supported their teams for years.
helped the team immensely.
Fans aren't loyal to teams anymore.
LaPlante has gone off to greener pasOne day you see a kid wearing a Dallas tures. He has landed a job at Auburn, a
Cowboys hat, and the next day he'll be program much better than UMaine. Mike
wearing a '49ers hat. Everyone wants to LaPlante, I wish you the best of luck and
be a winner.
I hope you make Tyler regret her misI lost my faith in loyalty in profes- take.
sional sports the day the Boston Red Sox
Now,can someone explain to me why
let Dwight Evans go, forcing him to end Tyler stands up for coaches like Shawn
his career in a Baltimore Orioles uni- Walsh who break the rules, and passes
form.
over those who do the university proud?
I lost my faith in loyalty in college If it comes down to wins and losses, I'm
sports this summer when University of very upset. I expected more.I don't know
Maine Athletic Director Suzanne Tyler why I expected more; the only place you
passed over Mike LaPlante for the bas- can find loyalty these days is in the eyes
ketball head coaching position when of a dog.
Rudy Keeling left.
ft is too late for Tyler to right this
LaPlante had paid his dues as an assis- wrong. I just hope she takes things like
tant coach under Keeling, but UMaine service to the university into consideration
turned its back on him.
when she has to replace the next coach.

UMaine Sports:the victory, the defeat, the pride.
Read it in Sports.
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper
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The Career Center
Presents

"LAUNCH YOUR CAREER"
Orientation Sessions
for ALL SENIORS and final year GRADUATE STUDENTS

GOT PLANS FOR THE FUTURE?? Learn about the Career Center's services and how the Career
Center can help you conduct your job search. Job listings, On-Campus interviews and more will be
covered, as well as a demonstration of job search resources available on the World Wide Web. Plan to
attend the session for YOUR college! All sessions will be held in 100 Donald P. Corbett Building as
follows:

(College of Engineering and
College of Sciences

Monday, Sept. 16

6 PM

College Of Business Administration

Thursday, Sept. 19

6 PM

College of Arts & Humanities
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences

Monday, Sept. 23

6 PM

Thursday, Sept. 26

6 PM

College of Natural Resources, Forestry
and Agriculture

Find out about:
Job Listings
On-Campus Interviews
Off-Campus Job Search Strategies
Registration Procedures for the Career Center
Resources Available on the World Wide Web

Learn how to take advantage of the Career Center's programs and services throughout yourfinal year
ofschool.

Pick up yourfree job search guide!
For additional information,
call the Career Center at 581-1359
or stop by the third floor of Chadbourne Hall.

LOS ANGELES(AP)— Brett Butler
is hoping for another miracle.
Butler overcame a cancerous tonsil to
return to the Los Angeles Dodgers lineup
last Friday night after an absence of more
than four months. Now,he's got a broken
hand that will keep him from playing for
the rest of the regular season.
But as he noted Wednesday, there's
always the postseason.
"Miracles have happened before,"
he said. "I've gone through so much and
now I've got to continue to do that."
Butler, who bats and throws left-handed, broke the fifth metacarpal in his left
hand while trying to bunt Tuesday night
in the Dodgers' 5-4 victory over the Cincinnati Reds. A pitch from Reds righthander Giovanni Carrara hit him on the
hand while it was on the bat.
Butler appeared upbeat at a news conference Wednesday, wearing a short cast
on his left hand and wrist. A club official
said Butler will wear the cast 3-to-4 weeks
and will be examined in about three weeks
by Dr. Norm Zemel, who confirmed the
fracture earlier in the day.
"He(Zemel)said in three weeks I get
my castoff,'' Butler said. "I didn't think
it was broken initially. It's the same kind
of injury I had in Cleveland in 1986.
"It was just one of those freak things.
It had nothing to do with the cancer, it
had nothing to do with plate safety."
Butler said he was sidelined for about
a month with the similar injury 10 years
ago.
"I'm going to go home for a few days,
meet the club in Colorado or San Diego
(next week)," he said. "I'm a part of this
club, and I'm going to continue to be a
part of this club."
The Dodgers have 17 games left in the
regular season, which ends Sept. 29. If
the cast remains for three weeks, that
means it would be removed about Oct. 2,
early in the divisional playoffs.
Butler, 39, recently told friends and
several teammates he would retire at the
end of the season. That was before the
latest setback.
"It's not an absolute that I'm going to

retire. I'll tell you that right now," Butler said Wednesday. "We'll re-evaluate
that over the winter."
Butler said he has always wanted to
go out on his own terms, and that obviously wouldn't be the case if he retires
now.
Dodgers general manager Fred Claire
said he believed retirement was something Butler shouldn't consider at this
time.
"That decision is up to Brett, and
we've talked about that," Claire said.
"He needs to think about what he wants
to do, and what I've said to Brett is
there's no urgency to this decision."
Butler played in just five games after
his return. But he didn't seem discouraged at all.
"The positive thing out of breaking
my hand is I'm still alive," he said."The
cancer, there was a question there."
Butler's wife, Eveline, said she felt
bad for her husband.
"He worked long and hard to come
back," she said."And this was upsetting
to my kids. I think they think Dad has
been through enough. I couldn't believe
it."
Eveline Butler said she was planning
on going to the couple's Atlanta home on
Wednesday, but now would leave with
her husband today.
"He didn't have a choice," she said.
told him he was going. We need to get
out of town."
Dodgers manager Bill Russell said
when he went out to look at Butler's hand
Tuesday night, it was "turning blue."
"He got hit pretty good," Russell
said. "You knew it was bad. I knew he
was going to come out once I saw it."
Russell thinks it's highly unlikely that
Butler will play again this year.
"I would say at this point it's asking
a lot of him to put him right back in the
lineup because it's probably going to be
in the playoffs or possibly in the World
Series when he gets in there," Russell
said Wednesday.
"Again,I'm not saying it's not impossible. Butlam saying it's highly unlikely."

EXERCISE

Does Your Heart Good.

American Heart
Association

Do you have a
Speech,Language,or Hearing problem?
There are Speech, Language, and Hearing services
available for UM students and their families, here on campus, at:

The Conley Speech and Hearing Center, North Stevens Hall.
Diagnostic and Therapy Services are provided at no cost to students.
If you want more information, contact us at: 581-2006

WE WANT TO HELP!

Catehttag

Tags

10% discount on services to
all University students.

Tanning & Fitness Center

aPso ottoing

The Division Of Student Affairs

Complete Hair & Nail Care

25 South Main Street
Old Town,ME
827-2456

Hours: Sun. 12-5, Mon.-Sat. 8am-8pm
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Maine's top offensive threat. To remain
effective, Brown and the Black Bears
need to adjust.
"People are going to be looking at him
as our target, and basically he needs to
learn to play a little bit more simple,
when he's got his back to goal," Atherley
said. "We need to get him the ball when
he's facing the goal."
Pressure won't be placed squarely on
Brown's shoulders Saturday. While
Maine's defense has played well, allowing just one goal in three games,the front
line has yet to glue with the midfield and
backfield.
"We need to improve the link between
our forwards and the rest of the team,"
Atherley said. "We need to be able to
possess the ball more and need to establish more width in our attack."
As the Black Bears gain more experience, this problem should become less
apparent. With the graduation of three
starting forwards — Mike Dunphy, Jake
Ouimet and Dan Noblet — who played
together on the front line for four years,
Maine's forwards are extremely inexperienced.
"I think it definitely has to do with
T

F)

inexperience," Atherley said."Now we
definitely have new faces and are trying
to coordinate that rhythm between our
front runners. I think when that is established our performance as far as our
attack will improve significantly."
"As for losing Jake and Mike, we
have a lot of quality freshmen,so!don't
say we lost anything," captain Kyle
Gray added."I was very surprised at the
amount of talent that coach brought in. I
was pleased."
Gray will also be asked to help out up
front. His experience should help the
younger players. Last season, Gray started for the Black Bears in the midfield,
but this season he has seen action both
up front and at his old position.
"I played up front all summer trying
to get used to it," Gray said. "It's really
different up there, but I'm as comfortable there as I am in the midfield."
The Black Bears have had little success against the Minutemen in the past,
and Gray would like nothing more than
to play a factor in turning that around.
"Ever since I've been here we haven't
beat them," Gray said. "So it would be
really nice to beat them."

A

THE DAY

Stop Smoking.
AmeoriccIn Hacirt
Assocication

Sandberg
said. "I think he has liked playing with us
this season."
Sandberg has, although it's unlikely he
will win a championship in his return engagement as Michael Jordan did with the
Chicago Bulls.
"It's been fun," Sandberg said. "It's a
good bunch of guys. We play hard and have
a good attitude. We've hung in there despite
adversity, like the big injury to Sammy
Sosa. It's made us a close ballclub and it's
good to be part of that."
Sandberg retired partly because he was
unhappy with the club's direction under
then-general manager Larry Himes.
He likes the new management team of
president Andy MacPhail, GM Ed Lynch
and Riggleman.And they like him.MacPhail
and Lynch want Sandberg back. Riggleman
considers Sandberg the ideal player to manage.
"His work ethic ... he's a machine out
there," Riggleman said. "If you're a young
player, you can't go out and not work hard
when you see a veteran like Ryne Sandberg
do it every day."
Though Sandberg is batting a career-low
.233, he's been productive. Among fulltime second basemen,he ranks first in homers and second in RBIs.
He has made only six errors and has
matched his.990career fielding percentage,
the best ever at his position. He had a 59-
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game stretch without an error, his sixth
career errorless streak of at least 50 games.
If he wins a 10th Gold Glove, he'll get
another $1 million.
"Ryno has exceeded all expectations,
including mine,"said teammate Mark Grace,
who was skeptical last October when he
heard Sandberg was returning. "I didn't
expect as many homers or RBIs. It was a
good move by Riggleman to put him down
in the order so he could drive in runs."
Sandberg began the season batting second but often has been at cleanup since Sosa
went out with a broken hand Aug.20.Sandberg also has been effective batting third,
fifth and sixth.
"When you set your ballclub up, hopefully to make a run at the division title,
you've got to be better than other clubs at
particular positions," Riggleman said."And
I think we've had an edge at second base."
During his comeback season, Sandberg
has tied Rogers Hornsby for most career
homers by an NL second baseman with 263
and has become only the 10th player ever to
amass 250home runs and 250 steals. He also
passed Hall of Famers Yogi Berra, Joe
DiMaggio,Willie Stargell and Mike Schmidt
on baseball's career hit list with 2,250.
"I know I've given everything I
have," Sandberg said. "I've been totally
into it the whole season, and that's all I
can ask of myself."

The Maine Campus Classifieds
Stop by the 4th Boor Chadbourne Hall
for your classified ad.

apartments

help wanted
Students wanted to help handicapped
student with getting up, meals,
driving, schoolwork, and going to
bed. $5 per hour. Call Bill Picard at 17170(Lown House, DTAV)
SPRING BREAK '97- SELL TRIPS, EARN
CASH, & GO FREE. STS is hiring
CAMPUS REPS/ GROUP ORGANIZERS
to promote trips to Cancun, Jamaica,
and Florida. Call 800-648-4849 for
information on joining America's #1
Student Tour Operator
Tutors wanted for BVA 337, COS 211 and
FSN 101. Handicapped student needs notes
put on tape, etc.. $5 per hour. Call Bill
Picard at 1-7170(Lawn House, DTAV).
Wanted-reliable child care provider
for 2 toddlers in our HOME 7-3:30
Tues & Thurs (more hrs avail if
desired) Call for more info 827-2919
ATTENTION Everyone! Earn $500 to
$1500 weekly working from dorm/
room! No experience necessary! Set
your own hours! Serious individuals
call toll free 1-800-977-7262.
***FREE TRIPS + CASH!** Find
out how hundreds of Student
Representatives are already earning
FREE TRIPS and lots of cash with
America's #1 Spring Break Company! Sell only 15 trips and travel
free! Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan,
Jamaica or Florida! CAMPUS
MANAGER POSITIONS ALSO AVAILABLE. Call now! TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 95-BREAK

Orono- heated 1&2 B.R. Apts
walking distance to UMO 866-2816
Old Town-l-or 2-bedroom clean
spacious, small pets allowed, easy to
heat. Cheap 827-7298 Eve
10 min to UM All utilities pd, including
cable. Call landlord @ 207-339-2043
or 827-6744. Price $200 per month.
Orono-Furn. rooms two-minute walk to
UMO 866-7888
3 Br. apartment, brand new, all utilities
paid. Washer, dryer, dishwasher. Old
Town, call 947-4072. Avail in December.
3 Park St., 8 Rooms, $800,827-6788
Tenant pays for cable + phone. Walk to
campus and downtown.
Furnished master bedroom in apt. close to
campus $260/mo or smaller room $2001
mo. CALL NOW! 866-2893
Old Town-two-bedroom apt, $350
per month plus utilities. Call 8665651
Looking for two females to share
a room in DTAV. Please Call
x7250 for more info.

miscellaneous
Do you believe in ghosts?? Hauck
Auditorium October 8 @ 7:00 pm
Need College $? Consider private sector
scholarships. Call 285-7655 for information.
Bear Brew Pub welcomes you back
with dollar draft nights Mon-Wed
after 9pm this week Tough End Porter
Yo, Greeks! Finest dunk tank around
avail, for your bash. Best price in area.
Rent before too cold. 827-5821

Ready for a Spring semester in
Canada? Independent, organized
undergrads invited to complete
applications by October 1. Best
opportunities in Central and Maritime Canada. i.e. McGill, Laval, St.
Mary's (Halifax, Nova Scotia) and
University of New Brunswick
(Fredericton). Contact Gail Yvon,
Canadian- American Center, 1-4225
Interested in helping to publicize
the results of last year's student
evaluation of faculty + courses?
Call Ben Meiklejohn, 581-1774
PHOENIX TAEKWONDO- Get fit, get
fast, get real. Martial arts 2 nites/
week $35/mo. Call Ray @ 827-5821
Attention all students!!! Grant,scholarships,
ad available from sponsors!!! No repayments,
ever!!! For more info! 1-800-243-2435
Orono Farmer's Market! Tues+ Sat 8-1
steam plant parking lot.. socialize meet
local growers... coffee + bagels

USED MTN. BIKE LIQUIDATION!!!
ACADIA BIKE & CANOE of Bar
Harbor Maine- 8th ANNUAL Used
Mountain Bike Sale. TUES & WED
SEPT. 17 & 18; LOWN ROOM 9:00
AM. STUDENT UNION. All bikes are
in excellent condition and serviced daily,
They look & ride like new! All sizes Full
Frame Warranty. PRICES START AT
$199.00! DON'T MISS OUT- Come
early for best selection! Credit cards
welcome. See ya there! 288-9605
1993 Ford Escort loaded, one owner
58K miles ask $5500 866-3403
BUY A HOUSE! SMALL 2 BR JUST
RENOVATED. 25 MIN TO CAMPUS
ONLY $27000 941-9531
BUY A HOUSE! 2BR 1 BATH IN GREAT
CONDITION. RURAL LOCATION. A
GREAT DEAL FOR $27000 941-9531
BUY A HOUSE! $27000- CHEAPER
THAN RENTING 15 MILES FROM
CAMPUS A GREAT DEAL 941-9531
HOUSE FOR SALE. GREENBUSH. 2BR
CABIN IN EXCELLENT CONDITION
BARGAIN ONLY $27000 941-9531

for sale
Land Rover 1967-'88 runs good, many
dings, perfect truck for off-road fun.
$1200 V/MC accepted Call 884-8493
Land-Stillwater 8ac 2.5mi from UM near
UM woodlands, tested, surveyed pond,
driveway, wooded, and uncut. Very
private only $21500 827-7298
1989 Cavalier Z24 5sp, red, CC, AC,
sunroof, new clutch, 114K miles
$3500 OBO 866-0450 Iv. mess
Sunrise Park + Sales 827-0490
840 So. Main St. Old Town, 1972
12X60 2 BR 1 Bath All set up on
spacious lot. $7900 Great Buy

lostand found
Watch found on mall Friday the 6th. If
lost, Call Vinnie at 827-8706
LOST BOOK-"MAKE GIFTS" at union or
library. Return to Orono Public Library
or call 827-4270
FOUND: Pair of eyeglasses in women'
restroom in Carnegie Hall Sept. 5. Call
X3245 to claim
LOST-PAGER Lost 9-6 at York Village.
REWARD 581-7303

3 days •3 lines •3 bucks

